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CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
lowing persona were duly nominated
PROCLAMATION
VVe'
the undersigned Presiding; of- - as the candidates of ihe lwrn-.-vatiIs hereby given that1
i
"uer
and
a
of
ecretary, reHpectlvely
'arty for the following named offices
pursuant to paragraph 1977 of the re&u.ar convention
of the democratic at the
election to be held with-tlo- n
compiled laws of 1816 a general elec- ot the countle
Catron and in the State of New Mexico on the
for the selection of state and varty
N- M.
San
Mar'MSo0lro
.Seventh
of
November. 1922:
day
county officers will be held In Calron on lho "f
ut October, 1922, pur- United States Senator, Andrieus A.
County on the Tuesday next alter the suant tolilhidaJ'
cal1 l88Ue1 by tne chairman Jones, K. Las
Vegas, N. M.
first Monday of November 1922, which
oi me uemucrauc
representative inoStl, Congress of
date of said election is November 7th,
ciuiy
"l u,e respective tne u. s., John Morrow, Raton, N. M.
i
and that at said election all
f
tt,m
"' uu'y governor, James I '. Jlir.klo Koswell,
qualified voter will be entitled to
. ivi.
icBuiai.jr
for ih follriw.
for
two
uo
cuututes
iiuiu uie
Lieutenant Governo
itameu,
Jose A. Uaca,
iriK named officers, viz:
the
that
perN. M.
Pondiiiies.
following
hereby certify
Frank Hyler. who for a rhr rt
For United States Senator to repro sons
canwere
nominated
as
the
duly
Justice
of
Supreme Court, (to fill time was located at the Ho, d
jent New Mexico In the United States didates of the Democratic Party for
Sum
G.
Hrailon. Clovis, N. AI.
vacancy)
Senate: Stephen B. Davis, East Las the
following named offices at the Commissioner of Public Lands, Juti-nian- o li.ingfr station will leave in a
V
egas, N. M.i A. A. Jones, East Las
within
to
held
be
few days for Los Angeles, CalGeneral
election
the
Jj'nca,
N. M.
Magdalena,
Rivera,
Chamiio,
Vegas; Dr. T.C.
cuunties of Catron and Socorro of the
Member of St.-.t- e
ifornia where he will be cor rec-edwii- h
ComNT. M.
Corporation
to represent 3tate of New Mexico on the seventh mission, Bonifacio Muutoya, BernalilOne Representative
Swift & Company as
1922:
lo, N. AI,
"
'
New Mexico In the lower nouse of Jay of November,
general manager of their stock
Senntcr from the 14th Senatorial
of State, Soledad C. Chautero-warreSecretary
Aaeiina
Congrss:
,
T. C. Turk, Reserve,
N. M. con, Albuquerque,
yards.
M.
ianta Fe, N. M.; John Morrow, Raton, District:
State Treasurer, John W. Corbin,
Representatives for the Second ReN. M.j A. K, Moon, Otto Santa Fe,
presentative District: Tlrelo Ortega, fistancia, N. M. ,
Co., N. At.
N. M. and Ramon Barreras,
The local coutest in
Stste Auditor, Juan N. Vigil, Talpu,
Governor of New Mexico: C. L. Hill, Veguita,
millinary
z ns.
San Marelal, N. M.
N. M.
lemonstration which was held
IUU, N. M.J James F. Hlmcle, Koswell.
We
resolution
authorize
hereby
by
'
Milton
General,
J.
Helmiuk
Attorney
hr're for the purpose of
N. M.
STEPHEN B. DAVIS. Jr.
sending
Albuquerque, N. M.
Governor:
Eufraclo duly adopted as appears by the minLieutenant
the best team to the N. M.
Atr- utes thereof authorized and empoweror
iriionuoni
M.J
D.
ruDiic
N.
instrucGregg, ed
Uallegos, Gallegus,
'
Committee of the De
Central
the
luhiiurai
Isabel
h.
where
tion,
N
M.
Silver
Eckles,
college
N,
Luna
City,
they
Co.,
.'olumbus,
will compete for prizes with
mocratic party In the counties of CatM.
A. T. Chavez. County Clerk
Secretary of State: J. A. DesGeorgea, ron and Socorro
of the State of New
We
further
other
hereby
Al- C. Chacon,
teams
the
that
N.
from
Soledad
over
certify
M.;
I'aos,
the
A. T. Chavez, county clerk
state,
Mexico to fill any and all vacancies said convention by resolution duly was won
u, ttlgsbee, un
uquenrue, N. M. ;
by Dorathy Bruce and
returned today from El Paso,
upon said ticket caused by the death, adopted, as appears by the minutes
ci no, Torrance Co., N. M,
Mable
Hndson. After the contest
canTexas where he went severa
thereof, authorized und employed the
One Justice of the Supreme Court declination or retirement of any
here they left for Agricultural
didate nominated by said convention Central Committee of ihe Democratic
e,
busii ess for the
on
of New Mexico: It. P. Barnes,
ago
days
Davis,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have party of the State of New Mexico to College, but will also
Stephen
Mrs. Adalina
Sam G.
N. M.j
make demBratton,
county.
hereunto set our hands this 13th day fill any and all vacancies upon said onstrations at
Clovis, N .M.j A. J. McDonald, Cluy-tu- n,
Magdalena.
on
is
candidate
Chavez
Mr.
uf October, 1922.
Republican
ticket
caused by the death, iledina
M.
N.
Republican Candidate
Twenty three club teams will
Mellton Torres,
the Republican ticket for reeleclion or retirement of any candidate
One Commissioner of public lands:
of nominated by said convention.
for the state championand
officer
Chairman
compete
presiding
tion to the office of county clerk.
N.
Santa
Fe,
M.;
Frederick
Muller,
Congress
convention.
We hereby further certify that the ship at
The election is but n short time
Justiniano Baca, Magdalena, N, M.J said
Agricultural College
.1. Joyse,
W.
emblem adopted by said convention
where prizes will be given the
W. D, Berry, Abbott, N. M.
United
in this
off and campaigning
of
Convention.
said
as
the emblem of the Democratic party
Secretary
As this campaign draws to its
Attorney General: A. A, Sedillo, Al
winning teams.
on the official ballot at said
Ad attack has been made upon country is necessarily a very
general
buquerque, N. M.J Milton J. HelmlcK,
close
of
the
entire
did
the
IS
a
this
at
argument
TO
THIS
slow
CERTIFY,
however,
is a representation
election
that,
of t lie
me by ntwspapen supporting
proces;
N. M.j Thus S. Savage,
Albuquerque,
to the election of Mrs.
convention of the Republicans of the American Eagle resting on a shield,
Clayton, N. M.
my opponent, and also, I am in- not in the least deter Tony, for opposition
Nat Straw was in the office of
Otero Warren to Congress is State Auditor: .' Hllario Delgado, State of New Mexico, Assembled in and is on file in the office of the Secformed, from the platform and as he said: "The business of the
the
In
the
Advocate with some
State
the
of
of
Albuquerque
State
of
New
City
Mexico
retary
at
to
be in the fact that she Santa Fe, N, M.i Juan Y Vigil, Telpa,
in private conversations, chare-- county must come first, especia found
of New Mexico for the purpose of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of agate quartz which samples
X. M.J K. H- Keegan, Canton. N,
s
a
woman.
assays
concerns
.v
when
it
my
directly
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have well in silver
in that 1 am opposed to just!
Treasurer: O. A. Matson, Al- placing In nomination a stats ticket
and gold.
The
I must pas up
Aside
from
to he voted on by the electorate on hereunto set our hands this 21st
the
office,
therefore
fact
that
this
rifiht
of
those
of
N.
J.
the
W,
M.;
day
Corbin,
recognition
buquerque,
quartz was found by him in Cub
the of September, 1922.
1922,
the 7th day of November,
r.o raane position is a rerlef'tion
the
me
M.
N.
upon
A.
in
our
M.j
who ervtd
Higsins, Spring- the
present opporuimiy
the
Creek.
country
S. L. Young,
undersigned, were, at the said
4
.
a campaign trip, ia ims rune, women voters of New Mexico er, N. M.
world war.
convention held as aforesaid on the Permanent Chairman and Presiding
of
State
I'ublic
Superintendent
from
a
md
with the other candidates
tacit expression of opposiThe Durnone
this pamnaio-Maud L. Blaney, Carrl- - 7th, 8th and 9th days of September, Officer of said Convention.
tion to equal suffrage and equal Instructions:
selected as permanent Attest:
ttMr mnat h pUar tn nil hnf :! Reserve. "
duly
MOGOLLON
zosso, N. M.j Isabel Kckles, Silver City 1922,
Bryan O. Reall,
rights for women, voters may N. M.; Mrs. Hattie Kimball, Eslancia. chairman and secretary respectively;
it has now been made with a! That is the kind of spirit which
that, by a resolution duly passed hy
Secretary of said Convention,
directness and with an utter should he shown jy every office well consider briefly just what N. M.
Mrs. A. K. Andrass of Mary-svill- e,
convention, the AMERICAN
the Corporation said
is the kind of men we are the qualification
One member of
holder.
It
Mrs.
of
which
for
the
truth
offidisregard
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California, is visiHng her
A. Hill Espan- - FLAG was duly adopted as the
Commission:
Pleasant
Warren
for
service
neeu
111
onice.
v
me.
in
Congressional
ca
of the REPUBLICAN
Irom
in
lor a
We, the undersigned presiding of- sister, Mrs. S. J. Kidder.
ola. N. M.j Bonifacio Montoya, Be. cial emblem
of
New
Mexico; ficers and secretary respectively of a
no soldier or other
It has been shown that she has nalillo, N. M.; W. R. Green, Albu. PARTY of the State
and we further certify that the fol- regulnr convention of the Democrabeen an effective leader in her querque, N. M,
citizen may be decieved as to
were
named
duly plactic party of the county uf Catron held
lowing
persons
J. W. Crowd us of El Paso
uwn state for equal suffrage, for
my position.
In the town of Reserve, New Mexico
ed in nomination for the office op'DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATES
for the Whitewater Power
agent
It haa been charged that I in- folprohibition and its enforcement,
as
on
names,
their
7th
the
of
1922
posite
respective
day
October,
Catron County, New Mexico
pur and .Mining
I and
educational advancement of
an editorial
for
to
suant
call
Issued
lows,
Company.was in
pire
approved
by the chairman
Aragon,
Sheriff, Abb Alexander,
Sraw.
'
By
town a few days on business.
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR. of the and secretary of the Democratic Cenia h i Vegas Optic questioning:
the most practical kind in which N. Mex.
v
tral Committee of the sala. county and
Probate Judge, P. A. Ronoro, Re county of San Miguel for United
tr.a motives of an
From the standDoint of the latter cause she has been both
.. ...
of
six
term
the.,
for
States
-r
attended
the
b
Tdele
accredited
Senator,
vv
duly
man wno is saiato nave written hunter, particulary the big game an advocate and an act ve work- serve. N, Max
mast
Assessor, J. C, Scott, Reserve N. M. years. (Address,OTERO-WARRE- Las vegasj of gates regularly chosen for Catron
Mr.'and Mrs. George Williams
01 tne hunter, the game hog is the ne er. It has been shown that she
..Dfne!-- t
ADELINA
Wter,
County, do hereby certify that the fol- Fl'etJ
Datll,
Baldwin,
Treasurer,
ad-,
to lowing persons were duly nominated with their son and
Fe
the
led
for Representatlve
Santa
health
democratic state" committee,
for
and
is
light
long
all
of
mea"
that
Mex.
N.
pig
daughter,
Sixty-Eight- h
of the as the candidates of the Democratic
Congress
m an ex service men in anfj low. but when a man is public walfare in our state.
Co. Clerk, E. P. Baca, Mangas N, M- the
Sam andAllie, have returned to
United States, for the term of two Party for the following named offices
Mrs.
F.
School
D,
Pullen,
th-New Mexieo, urging them to; permitted to come into the state,
Supt.,
last six weeks Mrs,
During
'at the General election to be held wlth- - Mogollon from El Paso to muke
years. (Address. Santa Fe.)
vote for my opjxinent on the,nnd fmm the outside; with a Warren has spoken to thousands Greens Gap, N. M.
R. P. BARNES, of the
county of n Catron County, State of New Mexi their home here.
Ramon
Com.
Dtst.
1st.
Co.
Garcia,
I was opposed to an
They had for
with of people at public meetings in Quemado, N. M.
Bernalillo, for Justice of the Supreme co on the seventh duy of November,
giwind
&rge bunch of hounds
19.
wnne iWhich to hunt deer; and when nearly every county in the
merly lived in Mogollon for a
Co. Com. 2nd. Dist. Emil Klehne, Court to fill vacancy caused by the
aujusiea compensation,
F
A I.
Sheriff, Abb Alexander, Aragon,
'
uch statement was untrue and sucn a person runs down deer in in
'
resignation of Chief Justice Roberts,
inose aaiiresses sne nas snown Reserve, N. M,
.
.
number of years.
;
M.
memea roDUKe, Know noiningi8uch manner and feeds most of her possession of a sound, clear Co. Com. 3rd. Dlst. C. W. Parks, for the term of two years. (Address, N. Assessor,
,T. C.
N.
M.
Reserve,
Scott,
M.
N.
Albuquerque.)
of the editorial in the Las Vegas the carcass to the dogs, it is too knowledge of the great national Greenwood, J. F.
County Clerk, Eugenio P. Baca,
C. L. HILL, of the county of Dona
Surveyor,
Russell, Luna, N. M.
Dr. L. A. Jessen ia over from
N. M.
Optic until it was brought to my much for human endurance if questions now pending. She has
Ana for Governor, for the term of Mangas,
a week after its pub- that human be a hunter.
County Treasurer, Fred Baldwin, Reserve for a short time.
shown her ability to deal with
two years. (Address, Hill.
NM
lication. I did not approve it then
EUFRACIO F. GALLEGOS, of tne Da'"'
those questions briefly, forceCo. School Supt. Mrs, F. D. Pullen,
REPUBLICAN TICKET
Suck a person is now at Hot
for
of
Lieutenant
and do not approve it now. The
county
Harding,
Mrs.. E. D. Mclutosh entertainfully and convincingly. She has
Greens Gap, N. M.
Governor, for the term of two years,
tatement published in this con- Springs .'with his'bunch of dogs demonstrated broad education,
ed five guests at dinner arid
Commissioners:
Gallegos.)
on
(Address,
the
an
for
I owfi the Las Vegas ready
onslaught
nection
Northern District, Ramon Garcia, bridge Wednesday
knowledge of the political and
J. A. DESGEORGES, of tne county
night. ;
Assessor .
Robt, S. Blachford
N M.
Optic and direct its utterances Ne w Mexico game. Ha is said to economic history of the nation; For
of Taos for secretary or state ror tne Quemado,
Baca
E
J
Sheriff
For
ReCentral
Emil
District,
Klehne,
1
false. Together with many be a millionaire from. Louisana.
two
years. (Address, Taos.)
W J. Jones term of
power as a speaker. During, and For Representative .
C. A. Botsford has
of the serve, N. M.
HILARIO A. DELGADO,
A
garf to
other Laa Vegas business men I : Such methods not alone deplete for years prior to this campaign For Pfinntv Clerk
T Chavez
C.
Southern
W.
Willow
District,
creek for two wenkssh-i"K- .
Parks,
State
also
for
Auditor
of
Santa
it
Fe,
the forests of. deer,
county
Koehne
Aneust
stock
For
Treasurer
interest
small
has
N.
M.
shown
she
that she is an For Probate
Glenwood,
purchased
..,.,'
Judge ...Florenclo Jlron for the term of two years. (Address,
Probate Judge, P. A. Romero, Rein the Optic, amounting to ten tends to. run off cattle.
worker.
indefatigable
School
Deatron
Camp- - Santa Fe.)
Miss
For
such
Supt.
said
is
It
serve, N. M.
hunting
that,
shares out of a total of 350 shares
the
A.
of
of
A
O.
MATSON,
county
What more
slight rainfall has relieved
bell
equipment
Surveyor, Jack Russell, Luna, N. M.
for State Treasurer, for the
of the company's stock, and for parties in some manner manage for service in complete
the Congress could For County Surveyor ..S. Gutierrez Bernalillo,
We hereby authorize by resolution the water situation somewhat,
term ot tw0 years. (Address Albu- a time waa a director of the to secure the' proper permits be required?
Commissioners:
duly adopted as appears by the minutes but a great deal more rain is
District, MaJ. R. D. Glle Quemado querque.)
company. That connection ceased which allow them t6 slaughter
and empower the needed.
The women of New Mexico. Flrst
of the thereof authorized
ANTONIO A. SEDILLO,
of
iRamon
season.
District
Second
and
out
season
in
Trujillo
jnd time ago. Thatin is the ex game
for Attorney Central Committee of the Democratic
vote for Mrs. Warren with Third District, S. J. Kidder, Mogollon county of Bernalillo,
may
of Catron County, New Mexico
the paper.
of my interest
General, for the term of two years. Party
confidence that her
0
'
complete
to fill any and all vacancies upon said
Mr. Milford Odgers, formerly
have never had and do not now
Albuquerque.)
(Address,
to
notice
is
further
by
This
give
her
work,
position upon public
MAUDE L. BLANEY, of the county ticket caused by the death declination an employee of the
are
followlne
that
have any active connection Allies
the
nroplamatlon
Mogollon
of
or
nomiretirement
any candidate
question, her capacity to produce tne names oi me- cauuiuaies ioi eucnt cf r.lnpnh, fnr Siinertn tender, t f,f Pun
Mines Company,. ha3 left for
whatever with its editorial or
nateo hv sala convention,
... . to ue
Tnti-etiGendarmeries From
ii
of
term
two
the
fnr
results
wil. vindicate the right oi saia.. oince
iuteu at tne sum
lv wiTk, VfHi'mmi we have Detroit where he will join his
business management.
uf women not only to vote but to election and the 'same are on file in years,
coun- - hereunto set our hands this 7th day wife.
The position of the Republican
i
of
the
toFREDRICK
MULLER,
of
Clerk
the County
take an active and a leading part the office
or Santa r e ror i.ommissioner oi of October 1922.
party of New Mexico upon the
C. A. Ketner,
CONSTANTINOPLE, Oct. 18. is the government of this nation. gether with the Post Office address of ty
Public
ratios ror tne term ot two
said
candidate.
of
each
question
adjusted compensa
Chairman and presiding officer of
The men of New Mexico may It is further
the Associated Press.) -- The
banta
years.
(Address,
re.)
and
ordered
is. my position and I stand (By
proclaimed
August Kiehne, of Reserve, N.?
Warren
allied missions reached an unani- vote for Mrs.
PLEASANT H. HILL, of the coun ssidA. convention,
with
the polls In each voting place of
M. for Treasurer Catron
W. Anderson,
squarely upon the declaration in mous decision todav forbidding complete confidence that she that
County.
to be opened for vot- ty of Rio Arriba, for Corporation
Catron
County
of
Said Convention.
Miss Deatron
Secretary
the platform adopted at Albu- the Kemalist gendarmeries des- will give to her congressional ing from 9 a. m. of said date until 6 Commissioner for the term of six
ot Luna; '
Campbell,
N. M., for County School Supeiin-tenda- nl
years. (Address Espanola.)
querque on September 8th, tined for Thrace to enter Con- duties earnest effort, sound p. m.
-- OCatron County
.
.
we
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
Commissioners
Board of
which states:
stantinople.
judgement and capacity to meet of ByCatron County,County
have hereunto attached our siKna-ture- B CERTIFICATE UK NOMINATION.
Richard D- - Gile- - of Quemado,
"We favor the enactment
The British navy has been on equal terms every responsibilthis the 16th day of September,
N. M. lor County Commissioner, 1st.
D. J. KIDDER,
of an adjusted compensation
1922.
District Catron County.
ordered to stop all vessels bear- ity that will devolve upon her.
Chairman of the Board.
HitKh B. Woodward,
measure which will do jusWe, the undersigned, presiding fficer,
Attest:
Ramon Trujillo, of Aragon, N.
ing Turkish national police.
Conven-toChairman Republican State
and the secretary, respectively, of a M. for
A. T. CHAVEZ,
tice to these who so nobly
County Commissioner 2nd.
of the REPUBLICAN parconvention
Clerk.
County
Dist., Catron County.
the trip to Denver to compete with
served their country in time
ATTEST:
the
of
of
State
4.
of
Nov.
County
Catron,
Oct.
28,
ty,
teams irom other western states, durhas
New
S. J. Kidder, of Mogollon, N, M.
Jose D. Sena,
New Mexico, held in the town of ReSOCIALIST TICKET
of peril."
ing the Wttstern Stock Show to be held
U. S, Senator: Dr. T. C. Rivera,
Secretary Repubican State Con- serve, New Mexico, on the Mth. day for County Commissioner, 8rd. Distt, '
For
30,000
Sometime
next
January.
Thia declaration leaves no posof October, A. D. 1922, pursuant to a Catron County.
vention.
Curry, San Miguil, DeBaca, McKin-le- Chamito, Rioto Arriba Co. A. E. Moon CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
call issued by the chairman and secreLegiovi Men.
sibility of honest misunderstand
For Rep.
Fiorencio 'Jffon, of Aragon, N. '
Congress:
Moro. Ouav. and Roosevelt coun
We, the undersigned presiding oftary of the Republican Central Com M. for Probate Judge, Catron
Otto, Santa Fe Co.
livestock
entered
have
ties
ing nf where my party star da or
judging
.
County.
18.. teams, und Berm.lillo, Catron, Chavez,
NEW ORLEANS. O.-tFor Justice Supreme Court: A. J. ficer and secretary, respectively, of a mittee of said Ceunty and attended by
where I stand. It does not pledge
Saturnino Gutierrez, of Quema- Democratic
of
the
the
accredited
convention
uuiy
delegates
regular
regularly
Mexico.
ht:i
New
sessioii
Ouny, Giant, McKinley. Otero, San McDonald, Clayton,
ma tn annnnrr ovary ad lusted After a business
of the State of New Mexico, hosen for said Catnn ft wit v. New do, for County Surveyor. Catron Cm.
n
ma . he. i MiftUui and Valencia counties will be For Governor: T. S. Smith, Estancla Party
ythe American Leg-iomeasure which
at
held
f
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Mexico, do hereby certify that the
compensation
Co,
one
UenionstraTorrance
or
We
owe
uy
n paraae thn wtwii,.,!!.
tej
31st. day of August and 1st. and following persons were duly nominated named further certify that the above
the
in
be
oiuw-iiutt- .;
introduced
Congress.
u.
ne
i
u.
uon
uieui.
ror
teams,
uov.i
were dulv Dlaced in
I
r.i (h ptrpnui ipam
win,
persons
tcjms
jpay
uiegg,
r.,.nHi,iutoa
juuginy
)i,n
1922.
of
fell
men
2nd.
pursuSeptember,
i;i.
days
several classes oi hues, beef und bus. Luna Co,
-- JtDOES pledge roe to support than 30,000
nomin8tion for the ffices placed jnst
party for the follow ing mimed fles
stdt i uairv c.iitie. whila demonstrations will; For Sec. of State: D, J. BiKsbee. ant to a call Issued by the Chairman at
gion po.ts irom every
to be heid with below their respective names.'
election
the
the
of
Democratic
general
and
Secretary
ven from
Eneino, Torrance Co.
in
county, state of New Mexi
rensation- measure which will aoi were represented.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, we
For State Treasurer: M. A. Hlgglns, State Central Committee of New Mex- co cation
on the 7th. day of November. A. D
Great Bnt.an. Af.ica.
of
the
attended by duly accredited
and
veterans
to
the
ico,
best
club
the
Co,
justice
Colfax,
have hereunto attaehed our signatures
Springer,
192H:
from
chosen
the
regularly
delegates
W.
Publio
Commissioner
world war AND THAT I WILL! China. Panama canal Alaswa
Lands:
For
of the various
the County of this 10th. day of October, 1922.
by
RlC() an(i th? Fhl.' 11 pJnes- - club
various counties of the State of New CatronW.forJ. Jones, of
i Porto
UO.
members, and for sewing, milline- - D. Berry, Abbott, Colfax Co.
Representative to the State
came Legion men. Vote in favor ry and cooking club work.
Th best
For Supt, Public Instruction: Mrs. Mexico, do hereby certify that the fol- Legislatu-e- , to represent Catron and
:
L. A. Jessen
Socorro Counties.
for the bonus bill was unanymous sc .ries from each county will also be Hattie Kimball, Estancla, Torrance Co,
U1V W UBIQ UUOCU III lliio winChairman Republican County ConvenFor State Auditor: E. M. Keegan,
judged and pr zes awarded,
(Address, Reserve, N. M.)
RESERVE PICTURE THEATRE
The teams competing for state hon- Canton, De Baca Co.
tion
special representa- - Twenty
Teams
paign as the
Club
M.
of
.,
E.
J.
N.
Baca,
Quemado,
ors are the champion teams from the
For Attorney General: Thos. S.
and self-electeNIGHT
champion
SATURDAY
of
sheriff
Catron
for
County.
All
which
counties
Robt
Union
Co,
S.
Blatchford
represent.
they
Clayton,
Savage,
of the ex service men, as my to Compete
State Cham- those taking part in the contests must For Corporation Commissioner: W.
Robt. S. Blatchford, of Frisco,
Of The Apes And
be bona tide club members who have R. Green, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Co, Tarzan
opponent h done. Such a poN. M for Assesfor of Catron County. Secretary Republican County Conventheir
sition would have been in violasuccessfully
completed
year's
College
pionship
A. T. Chavez, of Lower Plaza, tion,
work. County extension workers have ,
tion of what I regard as the first
N. M. for county clerk' of
club teams will com- - been busy training the teams for the -three
Frisco,
Twenty
Catron County.
duty of a senator, which is to K;te lor state championship in the State state contest and it is expected that
Good
Western
Another
.
:
i
mi
itand first and always for the
Judging and Demonstration ti.
in cuuipcLitiuii win l.ue Keen.
welfare of the nation as a whole, contest to be held at State College,
blame
t
the
hen
for not laying
Don,
New Mexico, Oct. 27 and 28. The wina mora important than that of ning
it ib ia heavily infested with
any
egga
in
the
livestock
both
team
judging
or !mi, Such, an p- - snf 4monitrtio contests will raski liet,
7
ELECTION
Public notice

ppil would have been false and
I do not seek
ejtioii u'vi n ftUe
pretenses. I do desire ri'OBt ear
re tly thi' votes of ai! x
n en wro seek just; e
t tne
hf-of the . srivrri.i. -- tit and
wi do all in my powi to obtain
t conMiieration and neuon by
Congress in their bihfclf.
Those who misreure.-en- t
my
position or misquote or niisinter
pret the iledM in my party platform are 8yt king t influence
men and thir families
and friends against me by means
of deliberate deception. I regard
such campaign methods as unworthy and am convinced that
they are understood and properly appraised by my fellow citi

v
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adam, Kaisins
Cost Less Now
So Get

Their Benefits and Their

Flavor in Scores of Attractive,
Money-Savi-

DUE

Foods

ng

to greatly

increased crops, even

production costs are still much
r
days, raisins now cost
higher than in
as
before the war.
almost as little
pre-wa-

Use this luscious, energizing, healthful food
lavishly, therefore, in scores of "plain foods"
like rice pudding, boiled rice, bread pudding,
Indian pudding, and in cake, cookies, pie, and
with the children's cereals, to give them "lux-ur- v
flavors" at "plain food" costs.
Raisins are both good and
good for you.
So take advantage of these
lower prices now.

GOOD STDRIESm

ROADS
TRACTIVE

Not More

20c

Raisins

Thn

Clusters

Seeded Seedless

Your retaiW itauld
e!i tou
klliti Railtnl in IS OL
fur out
blue pJik.are
nwre tbin 20c.

Initial Reiulti Secured Show That
formation Will Ba of Big Value
to Engineer.

In-

(Prepared by tht United 8ttta Department
of Agriculture.)
Initial results secured from an Investigation of the tractive reslstnnce
of roads indicate that Information
will be secured of great value to the
highway engineer and the user of motor transport. The Investigation!) are
helng curried on under the auspices of
the advisory bourd on highway research of the national research
council with which the bureau of public rouils, L'nlted Slates Department of
Agriculture, and the quiirterniiistei
corps, United States army are co-o- p

crating.
One phase of the investigation shows
that there is a great difference In the
power required of the engine when a
truck Is traveling over different type
of surfacing, the amount being more
than twice us great on some of the
iower types when coiiiimred with that
on higher types. It Is also shown that
Hie power required to overcome the
road resistance Is not proportional to
the speed of the vehicle, ami afler a
certain peol Is reached Increases

New

1

1

The investigation when complete
will cover tests with various types of
motor vehicles wilh the load, tire and
ppring equipment varied on different
lypi's of surfacing ami :it varying
The dala will Include gasospeeds.
line consumption, Internal engine resistance, wind resistance, ami
resistance.

Packeil under most sanitary conditions
in fresh, clean cartons. Very highest quality.
d
Insist on
Brand, the kind that
you know is good.

When carefully analyzed it will aid

the

'
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ili'terniinlns

oi. Package

Your retailer ihould sell you
Seedless Kaisini la 11 oz. packata
titan 15c.

and
lur

mot

0)1

efjrjV
Not

More Than 18c

Your

rerailer ihould tell yntj
Srtditu Kaiuna in IS
package iut cut mor.

at.
ll.an

reii
1"'..

510

f.

o. b. Flint, Mick.

1923 SUPERIOR
Chevrolet Roadster
This car averages the lowest operating cost per mile.
It has style, finish and equipment that completely

out-class- es

It the ideal car for
all competition in its
daily use by farmers, salesmen, business or professional
people, and all who want the most economical transrear
portation for one or two passengers, with ample
compartment for samples, luggage, etc.
QUALITY has been still further improved by more
artistic design and added improvements.
ECONOMY has been still further increased by engineering refinements and greatly broadened production
and distribution facilities.
SERVICE is now offcrcJ on a flat rate basis by 10,000
dealers and service stations.
PRICE remains the same, in spite of added equipment
and more expensive construction, which have greatly
field.

is

increased value.

distinctive features of the new line are: streamline body design with high hood and crowned, paneled
fenders; vacuum feed and rear gasoline tank on all
Curmodels; drum type head lamps with legal lenses.
models.
of
doors
tains open with
open
Closed models have Fisher Bodies with plate glass
Ternstedt regulated windows, straight side cord tires,
sun visor, windshield wiper and dash light. The
Sedanette is equipped with auto trunk on rear.
See these remarkable cars. Study the specifications.

Some

Prices F. 0. D. Flint, Michigan
SUPERIOR Two Passenger Roadster - Sl'PhRIOR Five Passenger Touring - SLPI.RIOR Two Passenger I 'tility Coupe
fUPI.RIOR
Passenger Jiedunctte
SL'PI.RIOR Five Passenger Sedan
SUPERIOR Light Delivery

--

......
-

-

--

-

Great uinertnge

in bovver Hequired
of Engine When Truck Is Traveling
Over Different Types of Surfacing.

under a given set of conditions whaf
ype of surface should be built for a
given volume of traflic to result In the
least total cost for road and vehicle
operation. The same sort of study
.vill lie made as to expenditures Tor
grade reduction to reduce operating
costs.
The truck operator will be given
valuable information on the effect of
tire and spring equipment, lubrication,
sine of loud and speed of vehicle on
fuel consumption which should aid
him In producing cheaper

-

.

$510
525

680
850
860
$10

Nothing Compares With
J

W.a.il!l4aM,jai

man, aa he made his crossing, came
within a few Inches of being anni
hilated. A dodging toxical) which he
hadn't noticed hud charged out from
behind a screening coal truck and the
distance between the silent vehicle as
ll new behind him and the nap on
the rear of his trousers had not been
apparent to the aghast onlookers at

Ideal Section of Lincoln Road Under
Construction In Lake County,
Indiana, Near Chicago.

oil.

TOKK. Providence Is mercl- fill to the average man who walks
the streets of New York, more merciful than thut man ever knows. But
I'rovidence arranges that he shall never
know anything about those udven-tureIf he did know ubout them
his hair would be prematurely gray.
See It i tn us he crosses a busy street.
He glances to the right and left of
him, he chooses an Instant when It
seems that he will be able to gain the
other side alive, and away he goes. He
does gain the other side alive; and so
he mounts the curb and strides blithely away Into the crowds, thinking no
rnore of the Incident.
But behind that man and up nnd
down the sidewalks beside him there
are many people who will remember
the Incident sharply as they look back
Upon the events of the day. For that

JBV

AIR

LINE

Of course, Providence does not spare
the Innocent onlookers In this case;
they see the ghastly Incident and they
suffer considerably while It Is hap
But the puln Is far less poigpening.
nant than It would have been had they
It Is much
been directly concerned.
more painful to watch a taxlcub al
most run into yourself than It Is to
watch one almost run Into somebody
It moves you much more.
else.
There are 40 dangers the average
mnn passes through In the course of
the day, aside from those In a busy
street; 40 dangers which he Is bliss
fully unaware of. He walks under a
safe which is being hoisted to the
twenty-firs- t
story and Just as he does
se a rope breaks somewhere away up
In the clouds and a heroic workman
does something with another rope
three-quarter- s
of a second before that
safe goes down and gives that average
man a headache.

try its friendly relief
and comfort to the
stomach.

over-burden- ed

It is the beneficial and
satisfying sweet for old and
young.

And the cost is very small.

frll W

Ann Arbor Is Cruel to Undergraduates
Kor the student who
ANN
the University of Michigan this year, equipped with an automobile und Intending to stage gay parties In It, there came a great surprise
In the form of n city ordinance which
It alms dihas Just gone Into effect.
rectly nt the driver of the automobile.
The ordinance reads:
"No more tluip two persons shall occupy the front seat of an uutomohile,
eicept that a child under ten be the
third person. And no person shall be
seated In the lap of the driver, nor
shall the driver be seated la the lap
of another."
Such un ordinance Is preposterous,
say some of the students. They are
wrought up because the hospitality
which allowed ull friends to jump In
and ride as long us the car could stand
the weight of their numbers, has been
taken from them. Roscoe K. Boaisteel,
city uttorney, has taken n different attitude.
"The greatesttrafflc offenders In the
state are centered right In Ann Arbor,"
he says.
"And they can be found
iimong the members of the student
body. Youth in the company of youth
forgets to look out for the other fellow in the street, and the only way we
cun keep young people careful Is to

V

Ring-Taile- d

JEV

keep them under the strict surveil
lance of the law.
"Police
records show that last
spring most of the accidents which
occurred In Ann Arbor Involved stu
dent drivers whose attention was di
verted from the business of driving
by Interesting companions of the front

from which It took a bite from time
to time, the monkey went roaming
through the store. It upset everything
that was upsettable. In the show win
dow it got hold of a bottle of polish
ing fluid and, finding it not good to
drink, the animal gave Itself a sham
Boxes containing flea powder
poo.
the ring-tal- l
sprinkled about the floor
and Into the parrots' cages, whereupon
they invented words to fit the occasion
and used them vigorously.
Finally the monkey, who pushed a
packing case against the glass, made a
hole. Then the crowd called a policeman, who broke the door Just In time
to see the monkey reaching for gold
fish In a big bowl. The monkey aban
doned the fish and perched on the
chandelier, where It chattered Its opin
ion of the law. But the law, having
long arms, reached up and cracked the
Burns covered
monkey on the head.
It - with a cage, while the parrots
screamed, the dogs barked and the
canaries chirped. Every bird and ani
mal In the store had something to say
about It. But the riot was over. The
monkey was senseless In a cage, so
the policeman put a police lock on the
dcor, barred the broken window and
went on down his beat.

Lost Thirty Hens; Found

Farmer Schrock
of Llstle, a small village near this
town, entered his poultry house and
found thnt ,10 of his fowls had mysteriously disappeared during the night.
Weasels and other "varmints" being
plentiful In the neighborhood, Farmer
Schrock began an Investigation to determine the sort of marauder that had
taken his poultry. In his search he
picked up a large leather wallet just
under a window through which the

Adds

900

d

Short-LinThe proposed
In
formed
association,
Highway
Des Moines, la., proposes to build a
road that will follow the nlr nuu:
route between Chicago und the NeThe highway, acbraska metropolis.
cording to plans, will be a
Robert N. Carson of thief evidently had entered.
highway.
Iowa City, la., has been chosen secreopening the wallet Schrock was
dumbfounded to find It packed full of
tary und general manager.
In good
A count showed ?!XK
bills.
United States currency.
Highways Affect Milk Supply.
Quietly, but with a definite plan In
It Is the condition of the lilghwn,
which determines whether the
view, Schrock let It be known publicly
.e that "he had lost HO fine chickens, but
which Is brought to our door in
morning Is fresh and whether we shall that the thief had paid well for them
receive It regularly.
by leavlnn a wallet containing $!MX)
e

a

Jot Economical Transportation

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation

QUALITY
World's Largest Manufacturer of Low-PricAutomobiles. Thereare 10.000 Chevrolet Dealers and Service Stations Throughout the World. Dealers and Parts
Depots Wanted in all territory not adequately covered.
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Italy Leads in Violins.
The best violin strings have alwajw
come from Italy. Why this should be
Is something of a mystery, but In the
milking of strings, as In the making of
violins, Italy has always led the world.
And Starts His Pump.
The mosquito Is an economical little
aviator. When he hinds on you he always shuts off his engine.-'Bost- on
Transcript.

The sun is the largest but you can hold
the cent so close to your eye that you'll
lose sight of the sun. Don't let a cheap
price or a big can baking powder make
you lose sight of quality.

The Economy

BAHING POWDER

Is the quality

leav-en-

er

for real econ-

omy in the kitchen,

PALUMIJ

alwaysuseCalumet,
one trial will convince you.
The sale of Calumet is over 150
greater than that of.
any other baking
powder.

Dollars

After Identifying his property the
claimant stuted that he wus perfectly
willing Schrock should take out a fair
and reasonable sum for the purloined
chickens and send him the balance.
Schrock, however, was of a different
mind. To use the aggrieved farmer's
own words:
"The thief will offer me better terms
before he gets Ills roll back. He Is
well known, and I'm not mentioning
behind."
Municipal Camp Grounds..
Recently a claimant communicated his name just now, but I have the $900
Nebraska has L'7 municipal camp with Schrock nnd wanted his money. nnd I'm going to keep It until I get
I'm fixing terms on this
grounds along the Lincoln highway for The claimant admitted that he hud satisfaction.
the chickens nnd Informed deal."
taken
automobile tourists.
Moral: When robbing a henroost
Schrock that he had lost his pocket-booleave your pocketbook nt home on the
Raises Farm Values.
"somewheres ubout the
northeast corner of the piano.
Have you noticed how a good road
raises the value of a farm It froiitsl

CHrWINOSWCCT
flavow

i

WfaieiB Is Large?
the Bmt off a Cemt

COMEKSKT, l'A.

to Build
Road Between Chicago and Omaha.

Association Formed

EhJ

RIG LEY'S 1

Zest Helps Digest

a

Isn't Nature Wooderful.
seat.
It Is said that the coconut palm will
"In one ense where n coupe was supply nbout every physical need of
overturned nn officer assisted six per- man food, drink, shelter, fuel, uten
sons, three boys and three girls, from sils and, if need be, clothes. A South
the wreckage through the side win American proverb runs, "A coconut
dow of the car. We nlm to prevent tree Is a bride's dowry."
Boston
deaths through carelessness due to Transcript.
Into
too
curs."
many
packing
This ordinance and others regulat
When you cease hoping for the best,
ing speed and parking will be vigorous
yon take an Inventory of what you've
ly enforced by a squad of 15 officers
got.
under the personal direction of Chief
Thomas O'Brien.

Monkey Goes on Rampage

YORK. Life became nionot-onou- s
for a little black
In Henry Barters bird, fish

V

Try the
New P. K.

ARBOR.

A stretch of model rond, to be known
as the Ideal section of the Lincoln monkey
and animal store at 72 Cortlnndt
highway, Is under construction In Luke street.
county, Indiana, to the southeast of
It had hung' by Its tail until It had a
Chicago.
corn on it. It bad exchanged cuss
inches
bed
ten
road
Besides a
words with the parrots, and It hail
thick, designed to carry heavy traflic, chattered In protest against the songs
provisions ore made for beautlflcatlon the canaries Insisted on singing. So,
of the roadside In boulevard fashion. with
nothing else to do. It began shakA lighting system Is to he Installed.
ing the bars of Its cage and got out.
The entire cost will range approxiOnce free, the monkey's first thought
mately $100,000 n mile.
was for the parrots, which had Insultl
of
This strip
centrally ed It. Hut It could not get to these
roadway
located, as far as traflic on the Lincoln birds, their cages being too strong for
Is
Intended
nnd
highway Is concerned,
the little fingers to wrench open. But
to serve as a model for the gradual It did get at the canaries nnd hushed
evolution of the entire route ns traflic two by wringing their necks.
volume increases. The Lincoln HighThen, with a canary In each hand,
way association will provide the funds
mile.
costs
the
over
uunl
per
required

HIGHWAY FOLLOWS

helps the stomach.
After a hearty meal,

HP
y"-

BEST BT TEST

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

MAKING HOUSEWORK EASY
Clean steel knives and
forks, remove stains and

grease with

SAPOLIO
Polishes

i

'1

After Every Meal

Providence Is Merciful to New Yorkers

STRETCH OF MODEL HIGHWAY

Olilcngo-Omnh-

3"

a Mm ip lite
Ml IL.KIL

RESISTANCE

ROAD

very rapidly.

Sun-Mai- d

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Cleans

Large cake
No waste
ENOCH

MORGAN'S

SONS

CO., New York. U. S. k.

Scours

'

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Says It Made a
New Person
of Her

H
M'MIA i, lit Ml aiu i.fc
yn mention tlila paper wheu wrlllnai

Thousands of people needlessly en
nervous,
dure a
HOTEL METROPOLE
condition when they might enjoy
iji:nvi:h, coi.o.
sturdy, robust health and all Its manl
Eminently fireproof. American and
fold blessings If they only knew what
I'lan.
S1.SQ
European
Ilnln
Pp.
to do. People In this condition find
l MiiiV'iv
n V l'l llx
Tanlac soon ends their trouble and
mill
ji.iw.i.io
builds up abundance of strength, enAll orders promptly
Mfg. and Uepalrlnn
aitnn-f- l to
r.rt
lth Chnmpa ergy and vitality. Mrs. Paul Lavreau,
67 S. Fltzhugh St., Rochester, N. Y
i.dau h ami lit i;ii
says:
"Sometime ago my health ani
strength left me all at once. I lost
nineteen pounds In a short time and
could hardly stay up. I gained five
pounds on two bottles of Tanlac and
it has made me perfectly well and
strong again."
Piano and player pianos of our own
tired
Nervousness and a
manufacture of every description.
Free exchange
Lowest
privilege.
out feeling are but symptoms of a
terms.
Write
reasonable
for
prleea.
hidden cause, which usually lies In
a catalog, prices.
the stomach. Tanlac enables you to
TUB IIAI.DWIN PIANO COMPANY
Mute California St.
digest your food properly, eliminate
waste and regain your old time
MACHINERY, PIPE, RAILS AND SUPPLIES
strength and vigor. Get a bottle today
Wt buy and sell. Send us your Inquiries at any good druggist. Advertisement,
Tke Denver Hetnl A Machinery Co.
Office 13th ft Larimer Sts. Warehouse
In the Cradle.
and yards 1st to 3rd on Larimer. Denver
"Isn't the baby beautiful?"
"Yes; my wife expects movie offen
any day now."
uime neiui inoomea- firm
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Does this smoker
know what he's
talking about?

FOUNTAIN PEN HOSPITAL
Prompt repairs for all makes. Our "Hen
Doctor" guarantees to fit any hand.
waterman s Hold on trial. Kenririrk.
Bellnaij- To., 16th St.. Cor. Stout, Denver

J--

r:
Thirty-fiv-

e

ver for
aeenred.

fsr free

211 15th SU Denver
Years Old. Come to Den
uuftinrns tmlnlnir. Position,
Kiirn iieirt of expenses. Write

ctitnlou;.

STOVE REPAIRS

All
for your old stove and furnace,
Ask your dealer.
makes.
The J. A. IIATTIN 14TOVR SUPPLY CO.
1641-4- .1
l.anrenr St., Oenver, Colo.

Veur Furs tm Stapfeam ml Ocnvwr,
Shi aULExclusive
Raw Fur. In
buyer of Wert.
yj World (eatablilhed 18701. Sv 111, (20 on
ahlppfoi chrao,, and
your mon,y S 1,14
because Danvar. Colorado, la
Sara
YOUR

mwf
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Market, and II th, Uiaaatt
inmoara wait.

Best Traps at Rock
Bottom
Prices
DEN
STEPHENS
aatla

3

Jt
sf

of
VI IV
Traps, Animal BaJta, and
at Rock Bottom Pricos.
Western Trappers aava Many
Dollar and 70a tret your
IO Oava to 2 Woako
by dealinir with
QUICKER
tonal Your Nam
1 Stophona.
IUUAX lor Biff. f Khfii Trap
Catalog. A poatal card will do.
Book alao telli about fSOO In
OOUD to ba Olvon toTraiipera
for Photographa of their Fura.

Book Free
Fur
WRITE AT ONCE for
Big,

Beautifully lllu.tratad Trap
.
uauuogvi rappera uuiue, uamo
Law., rur trie. Mat, ana Baippuig
ALL rREC
Tan

EA'StetDhens

&Cb- -

Denver, Colorado, U. S.

iNl'OlliMAIlUiN

He says the best pipe of the
day is the first one
A smoker from Zanesville, Ohio,
who prefers to conceal his identity

JiAltiiMlM

information gladly furnished without
cmt. Andreas nny firm nbove.
Realism in Movies Denounced.
New York. Realism In the movies
at the cost of endangering the life and
limb of the players has been denounced
In a memorial submitted by Frunk J.
Gllmore to Will II. Hays and Jesse L.
I.asky, the executive secretary of the
Actors' Kqulty Association.
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Burlington, Iowu. Funeral services
for Albert M. Parmeter, oldest striker
in the world, having been on a strike
from 1888 until the time of his death,
were held today from his home at Burlington, and 4UU striking shopmen on
the Burlington route murched in the
funeral procession. Sir. I'urmeter was
87 years old and operated a
engine on the Burlington long
before o bridge was built across the
Mississippi river. He went out on a
strike wkith the Brotherhood of Locomotive Knglneers on the Burlington in
1888 and never returned to work, as
the strike was never settled.
From
that date until the time of his death
he drew a strike pay amounting to
thousands of dollars from the brother-hoowood-burnin- g

PERFECT

PROCESS

G

Agricultural
Department Conduct!
Laboratory Tests and Finally Perto Use
fects Process
Old Newspapers,

The use of old paper stock for the
manufacture of paper Is very old, and
we find mention of the process in
as early as 1005.
It is only in recent years, however,
that It lias been reullzed that It would
not only be good business to utilize
the enormous waste represented In
printed paper, but was an absolute
necessity If the consumption of newsprint continues to grow and the supply of spruce timber to diminish.
Early in 1921 the forest products
laboratory of the Department of Agriculture undertook a series of comparative tests to determine the efficiency of a process using bentonlte to
accomplish the heretofore almost Impossible task of washing all the carbon
black nut of the rnaceruted pulp after
It had been loosened by alkalies.
S.
D. Wells, the engineer In charge of
the experiments, now reports that they
were successful.
"In
printed paper und especially newspaper," says Mr. Wells, "it
is comparatively easy to loosen the
enrbon black by dissolving the varnish
of the printing ink by use of alkalies.
Such treatment will not injure ground
wood pulp nn1 If the carbon black
could be completely washed out after
material
liberation, a satisfactory
would be obtained.
"Unfortunately the fibers of the paper
stock serve as a very effective filter in
enmeshing the particles of carbon and
there Is no means of washing In common use that will penult the complete
removal without excessive loss of pulp
or expenditure of time, water and
In fact,
power that are prohibitive.
a point seemed to be reached beyond
which It Is Impossible to remove the
remaining traces of Ink. With bentonlte, however, we have a substance that
will pass through, ordinary (liters and
with Its enormous surface, on account,
of the extreme fineness of Its particles, will carry all the carbon black
along with it."
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Den-mur-

Washington, D. C Saving old newspapers that they umy be used again
In the manufacture of newsprint may
seem far removed from the problems
of forest coiiBervatlun, but as a mat
ter of fact It Is directly connected
with the work In which the forest service of the United States Department
This
of Agriculture Is Interested.
branch of the government's many activities has recently been conducting
a series of experiments In the
ing process und now announces that
It hits been perfected and Is practi
cable.
About 2,500 tons of old newspapers
can be gathered dally in the larger
cities, It Is estimated, and turned Into
newsprint by this process. In terms
of forest acreage this means roughly
the saving of the cut each year on
about 275,000 acres. This acreage carries a crop not produced In a year,
but a spruce forest requiring 100 years
or longer to grow. That Is regarded
as an Important saving, In view of the
fact that the dally consumption of
newsprint In the United States Is tip- proxlmtaely 7,000 tons.
In Its modern development the pro
duction of newsprint depends upon
the forest for Its raw material. The
present supply, coming largely from
mills In the northeast and lake states
Is derived from forests In the United
States now seriously depleted, or from
less accessible forests In Canada. The
latter now furnish 05 per cent of
the raw pulp used by mills In this
country,
Raw Material Scarce.
Many of these mills, representing
Immense Investments, no longer have
o supply of raw material of their own,
but are dependent either on a foreign
supply of pulp or on pulpwood tlnit
must be hauled long distances In the
United States. Some of these mills Safety of Pupils Should Be First
have their own supply for only ten or
Consideration in Planning
twenty years In advance, and but one
mill is known that hns a supply strict
to House Them.
ly Its own that Is good for more than
half a century.
Tho Increasing distances to the fust
URGED
receding forests mean added freight FIREPROOF MATERIALS
costs and a higher priced product,
while hanging over mills operating on
pos
Imported pulp Is the
"Fire Escapes" Are Often
sibility of embargo, even now fur from
Makeshifts That Become Death
a theoretical menace. Thus the Incen
Traps in an Emergency
tive to the development of a
Death Tv! Is Heavy.
Is
apparent.
process
School
buildings that
Chicago.
won't burn can be built as readily as
those that do, and at much less addiTore Chicken Apart in
tional cost than many persons Imagine.
Held
Contest
by "Ladies"
It Is largely a matter of selection of
building materials, and In many cases
The humane society of Lonmaterials with high Are resisting qualdon, Ont., Is Investigating reities can be obtained from local
ports of alleged cruelty at a
enurces, according to men connected
picnic In Springfield Park when,
intimately with the building construcIt Is stated, women competing In
tion Industry. It is Just as Important
a chicken race, tore a rooster
to have a fireproo Interior us a fireto
their
efforts prove
to pieces In
proof exterior. Buildings with extethat they bad won It. The event
rior walls of masonry, but with a
woodeu interior, are in no sense
appeared on the program as a
race for ladles," the
"chicken
"tire escape" clues
A
bird being set loose and the
not meet the deficiency, for time and
women pursuing It.
Finully,
makeshifts have become
when it was cornered, two of
death traps in an emergency. Lack of
the contestants, each holding by
familiarity with their use, locked doors,
a leg, tore the rooster apart. It
obstruction In pnssageways or other
is said.
results of carelessness and Indifference have contributed to the lurge
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Mrs. K. L. King of Winona, Minn
the woman's national clay targe
She won the
champion for 1022-23- .
Annual
title at the Twenty-thir- d

Grand American Handlcnn Trapshoot
Ing tourney stnged at Atlantic City,
N. J. The entry list was the largest
In the history of the association.
"The possibilities of a process for
of old newspaper stock
are apparent to any one familiar with
the paper Industry," says Mr. Wells
'When the price paid for old pnpei
stimulated collection it Is reported
that about 25,000 tons per month
were collected In Chicago, of which 40
per cent was news. During the Same
period Cleveland is reported to have
handled 300 tons per day, of which 150
tons were news.
"In our large metropolitan centers
probably 2,500 tons per day were col
looted, which would furnish a very
considerable portion of our dully con
sumption of 7,000 tons of newsprint.1

SSSSgL?'

For Over

mi'
Mil

Thirty Years

the recovery

CASTORIA
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

THC CtNTAUH

COMT. l V"K

CITY.

Pa Had His Revenge.
"Get your pa to come on out nnd
play ball with us, Billy," urged one
of the neighborhood
gung.
"No chancel" ejuculated Billy with
emphasis. "The last game he played
with us I struck him out three times
and when we got home he said I'd
been wasting too much time ou foolish
amusements and I'd huve to study
more." Success.
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Build Schools
That Won't Burn

ever-prese-

IIP

"BAYER" when you buy. .Insist!

again-thes-

Ready-Rubbe-

Death Ends Strike.

2,500 Tons Gathered Daily Will
Equal the Daily Cut on About
275,000 Acres.

TRAPSHOOTER

CHAMPION

Warned by Experience.
Johnson," Stammered young Snnkey Spink. "I want
to
your duughter, Zonza-llnI'm not good enough for her,
but "
"You're dead safe In telling that
to me," interrupted Gap Johnson of
Rumpus Itldge, Ark., "but don't let
her maw hear you say It. When I
wns courting the girl that Is my present wife I told her mother thnt I
wasn't good enough for her daughter,
So Different From Hers.
Edith "Jack wants me to set the and b'dogged If she didn't believe me,
It ever
and hns been
Miss Flyrte
date for our wedding."
since." Kansas City Star.
Do your fiances tuke their
"Goodness
engagements as seriously as thut?"
Tuning In.
Boston Evening Transcript.
Boob "How do you get along tunWhen you nwet temptation, turn to ing In?" Simp "It's rather easier
than cranking n car."
death toll charged against tho "fire the right.
escape."
One type of fireproof construction
becoming generally adopted for largf
schools consists of a reinforced con
ofmineforanearly-'- Crete structural frame, coiiiirislug all
morning pipe in
structural parts such us floors, roof.
It&gSSaaJLr any way injure my
stairs, girders, columns and wall piers
J J- u
SB
.f.nittnH oa OM In
'
and fireproof Interior partitions. This
veteratepipe smokform of construction has been adopted
er. I smoke from
as the standard In Philadelphia, Buf
breakfast until bedfalo, Cincinnati, Seattle und a host ol
time and get a lot
smaller cities.
of pleasure out
x Has Many Advantages.
of each pipe
claimed for tills type an
Advantages
provided always
the homogeneous character of the
use
the
I
that
structure, a better sequence of con
right kind of tostruction with a consequent saving of
bacco."
time, great strength nnd rigidity, and
At this point
a slight reduction In the general (11
it seems only
menslons of the building because ol
h
an
is
A.K.K.
admit
that
fair to
the thinner exterior wnlls and Interior
smoker. Has been for the last
partitions. Saving In time Is possible
ten years and expects to be for the
because the entire structural frame,
life.
his
of
rest
Including the floor and roof slabs, may
Thousands and thousands of smokbe completed without
Interruption,
ers all over the country have discovSAY
after which the brick veneer or conered that Edgeworth is just the "right
crete surface finish, as the rase may
kind of tobacco" to suit their tastes.
he, may he started and completed withUnless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are
out interruption.
Edgeworth may or may not be the
At
least
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
right kind of tobacco for you.
Another type frequently employed
we want to give you the opportunity
for exterior and corridor walls Is a
physicians over 23 years and proved safe by millions for
of finding out just what you do think
double wall of reinforced concrete
about it.
formed by an adjustable metal mold.
Headache ,
Colds
Just jot your name and address
The dead ulr space between the
down on a postal and we will send you
two wall sections provides Insulation
immediately free samples, both of
Toothache
Rheumatism
against cold and heat. The exterior
Is usually coated with stucco, which
Edgeworth Plug Slice and
If you will also include the
should he of specially selected mateNeuritis
Lumbago
name and address of the dealer from
ria! such us white sand and white Porttowhom you usually purchase your
land cement.
The Interior plaster la
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
bacco supplies, we will appreciate the
133
applied directly to the concrete, since
favor.
the dead air spuce within the wall
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
makes furring unnecessary. This elim
suit the needs and means of all purinates the cost of laths.
Bandy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of U and 100 Dntgglste.
or SallejIlcaeU
chasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
of MoooantlcicldnUr
artificial stone, which Is In
Asplrls Is O trees surs of Barsr Minufactor
are
and Edgeworth
a cast block of concrete,
renllty
packages,
packed in small, pocket-siz- e
made with
machinin handsome tin humidors, and also in
ery and faced with specially selected
sizes.
various handy
aggregates, often mixed with white cem
For the free samples address Larus
ment. Is used quite extensively In
& Brother Company, 44 South 21st
many sections of the country where
Street, Richmond, Va.
the art of Its manufacture hns been
well developed.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants: If
Only experts can distinguish It from natural cut stone.
your jobber cannot supply you with
For the Interior, reinforced concrete
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother ComCanada is the world's greatest
floors, stairs, and roof provide a high
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
Droducerof wheat second only to
carton
parcel post a one- - or
degree of fire resistance. Because of
the United States vet only about 12 56 of
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
the comparatively light floor loads, one
the tillable area has been worked. Yields of 40 bushels of wheat
Oals have given as high as 100
for the same price you
per acre are not uncommon.
Ready-Rubbof several of the lighter types of rebushels per acre, while 40 to 50 bushels per acre are ordinsry
would pay the jobber.
inforced concrete floors are generally
yields; barley and rye in like proportion. Cattle and horses
thrive on the native grasses which grow abundantly and com
the most economical.
Interior partiand sunflower culture are highly successful.
First Steam Transatlantic Trips.
tions can be made of concrete partivessel Savannah
The American
tion block, usually obtainable from
crossed the Atlantic from Savannah,
Mixed
local sources.
Plaster may be applied
Gn., to Liverpool In 1810 In 29 days
secure for the industrious settler ample returns for his energy.
to these blocks without the use of lath,
11 hours. The trip was made partly
Clearing the cost of one's farm with a single year's crop has an
the corrugations In the block providing
appeal, and has been done by hundreds of Western Canada
Perfect
under steam but mainly by sail. In
farmer!. Taxes only upon land(not on Improvements).
a firm grip. Portland cement plaster
sttractive social conditions, good neighbors, churches,
climate,
1833 the Itnyal William, of 830 tons,
on metal lath also makes a highly
facilities
markets
and
excellent
shipping
schools, telephones,
built in Canada, made the first trans
make Ufe happy as well as prosperous.
partition. The floor finish
atlantic voyage entirely under steam.
For Illustrated literature, maps, description of farm opportunimastic or
Itself may be a
ties in Manitoba, Saikatchewan, Alberta aad British Columbia,
composition finish applied directly to
reduced railway rales, etc.. writs
Some marriages are arranged In the
the concrete slab. This makes a floor
W. V. BENNETT
drawing room and disarranged In the
that Is quiet, comfortable, easy to keep
courtroom.
Trust
In
Peter's
Omaha, Neb.
300
and
Bldg.
clean
appearance.
pleasing
The general plnn of tho building
utharls' Aaant.aaet.el immlfrans
m4 ColawlaatlOA, Oamlnloa 4 Canada
Refreshes Weary Eyes
must be so nrranged that a fire origWhen Your Eves feel Dull
inating In the contents- cannot spread
nd Heavy, uh Murine, It In
In a horizontal direction nnd nil stairtamlyRelievuthatTlrcdFeeiini
Mtkea them Clear, Bright ana
The ages of these two total 133 years, the woman, Mrs. Annie Brown of ways must be enclosed so that It canSold
and
Sparkling. Htrmlesi.
e
lUcommeruied by All Druggist.
Washington, being one hundred and two years old and her dog, Rover, thirty-on- not spread in a vertical direction. In
years, such buildings school children are enyears old. The dog lias been her best friend fpr over twenty-fivPutnam Fadeless Dyes -- dyes or tints as you wish
tirely free from the meuuee of rru.
Urs. Brown declares.
$M
EYES
under the initials "A.K.K.," insists
pipe is far and
away the best pipe of the day.
course," writes A.K.K., "it
depends somewhat on the breakfast.
I couldn't get much joy out of a pipe
after getting up from burnt oatmeal,
bad coffee, and soggy toast. But after
one of the breakfasts my wife can turn
out, that's different I
"Then when I step out on the porch
and light up the old pipe, I very nearly
approach the pinnacle of my day. As
I figure it, one puff after breakfast is
worth a dozen puffs after dinner.
"Somehow the tobacco has a flavor
early in the morning that it never
quite approaches later in the day.
"It may be that a cool pipe draws
better. I don't know. It may be the
tobacco or the pipe, or just me. I only
know that I like the first pipe of the
day the best.
"But please don't let this preference

that the
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Save Newspapers
to Save Forests
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Coal Strike Cost $1,190,000,000.
The recent strike In the
Cleveland.
coal' Industry caused a total loss of
S1,190,000,IKM), J. G. Ilradley of Dun-doVV.

National

Va., former president of the
Coal
Association, declared

before the annual convention
American Mining Congress.

of the

Four Freight Boats Collide.
Chicago. Since the strike of union
seamen on Great Lakes freight boats,
Oct. 1, four boats have collided in the
Lake Krle section, two of which are
Hill aground, and three others are
stranded In the Detroit St. Clulr river,
K. B. Nolan, secretary of the Greut
Lakes Seamen's Union, asserted. Approximately 3,500 members of the
union, which comprises nearly 4,000
members, have struck, he asserted,
some f them returning to their homes
to await the outcome of the

Stock Raising, Dairying and
Farming

xJV
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Changes Last Year's Frock to Hew
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

THE WORLD IN

Official Japan nntlclrates tin early
cull from Tresldent Harding for an
economic and Innd disarmament con

PARAGRAPHS

3flF

A

RECORD

EVENTS

IN

OF

THIS AND

ference.

the llntlsli government,

wm
stated
"Is taking steps
to pay $:0,()00,(JJO into tlie New York
federal Reserve Rank soon on account
of this year's Interest on Ureal Brit
ain's debt to tin United States.
Sir Hubert Stevenson Home, chan
cellor of the exchequer, has Indefinite
ly postponed his debt funding mission
to the C'nited States, according to the
London Dally Kxpres3. This action Is
In consequence of the political situa
tion in England.
Approximately 'J.OOO casualties are
reported at h'tmchow, capital of I'M
kien province in China us u result of
an attempt hy (he defealed national
forces to retake tlie city fnim willed
they had been driven by the iiivailiac
troops of Con. Han Tstingt.'lii.
Cable dispatches received hy the
N'lppu JiJI, Japanese language news
paper at Honolulu, state that cholera
is spreading In Toklo and Yokohama,
II T cases
having been reported In Toklo alone. There are said to have heen
twenty-eigh- t
deaths from tlie plague.
Paris.
will be unable lo
meet any part of her debts for the
next four years, as till available receipts fur Hint period must he devoted
to reconstruction of the devastated regions, according (o the Paris Herald,
which quotes "one uf the highest authorities of liu; French ministry of
finance."
Merlin. Another shocking cannibal- is! crime, similar to those of "Butcher"
liossman, was revealed recently Willi
the arrcsi o" Alfred Obciidorf, charged
with the murder of his sweetheart,

PASSING
FOR-

EIGN COUNTRIES.

IN

O

DISPATCHES

LATE

J NG3 AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

WESTERN
Arthur C. Hurch, who
third trliil for tin? murder of .!. Helton Kennedy, was ordered
confined In lils cell liy Sheriff T. X.
1'rncgcr. following the reported diseuv-r(.

Angeles.

lila

is

y

to smuggle a revolver Ititu tlie Lns Angeles county jail.
(Jon. I.eniiiiril Wood, governor of the
t'billpplne.s. will return lo the United
SI ile mImiuI the first el next year unri
issuiue (lie preshlency of the University of Pennsylvania, reported John
V. Zlegler nl Philadelphia, u liu Is tn
.'e
.Seattle sunn fur his home after
i visit to the Islands.
A permanent itijunoilnn
against interference liy union men with the op- -ni'loit of (he I'ai'lfle Llectrle railway
.is grunted (he Hue In a decision filed
it Hie Hnlted States IHs(ricl Court ut
I
'is Angeles upon its receipt from
lodge Frank II. Hinlkin of the Kasteni
' n si rlct of Washington.
I'r. George A. Sheiife of Seattle.
l file
superintendent of the Washingwas
ton Children's Home Society,
.le.'led president of the Wi stern
Children's
of (he National
which
Itotne ami Welfare
n
iii Spo-kmis holding a two-daI'cnver was named as next
year's mocliiig place.
I'licalello, Ida. Judge laluanl Finn-nery- ,
7f years old, Indian fighter 'n
the early days of New .Mexico, An-mmid Hie liiikntas, eoimuit led siii-Id:it Clarendon
Hot Springs, Ida.,
liy .si hi .t i himself in the iii'.uHi with
i pistol,
.lude riannery was horn in
New I'ork ami was said to have h. en,
is a young iioin. seireiary to Sainuel
lllllen.
' Her cut linshiKlie
Sua I'rali-ist'- i
hud wain he I'aeifie coast league
pcnroint, yoiithful faii binko up the
W illi the
i.sl hall game of Hie season.
seme tied, I In 4, in Hie liinlh inning
if s contest with Oakland, the tioys
..wanned onto tlie field ami prevented
' inning.
i
lie playing of a
The
report "glllllc flllled ImruUso uf (iis"
s'ls record, mulling of the
heard uf here hefoiv.
Inning
t'l-.sessions of the I'oiorado river
oiainission, to lie held In Santa le. X.
M, eommonclng Nov. !l, will he exeru-nvii- ,
(lov. M. C Mecheii of Now .Mexico
its.s announced. "Anyone desiring to
(ire.tent further fuels," the announcement eontinued. "should do so in writing, mailing same on or before Oct. 'AO
Cluronce (). Stei.sim, icecuth e secretary Ctilnrado river coiamissioii. I
of ( 'niniiieree. Washington,
O (I. After Oct. .'ID, nil such coiumiin-leHllon- a
e
should he addressed to the
secretary, In care of the gnv-ino- r
of New Mexico, Santa
of an

alll-mp-

t

WASHINGTON
ue.s! an mm cooking nas
lirofesslon and the Xallonnl

u
Hesluu-i-sii-

t

AsHociatluti iurpose.s to give its
votaries Hit: best university training
:
raise (he .standard of American eating.
Washington. The government's new
iffcrlng of J.itHi.OPd.tXKj of 414 per cent
tuiiids lias heen oversuhscrihed $1,00(1,.
t)0,(XKI, Under Secretary of the Treasury (lllhert anotinced after compiling
reior(s from federal reserve hanks.
Three hundred officers of Hie law
luve heen shot and killed during the
(Hi year whiie engaged In enforcing
ioiior lawn.
fifteen to twenty jears of building
4ood roads lie ahead of the I'niteil
Stales, Undei the program which the
eountry has inlopled, there will ho
milt during; ttt.it time, Imci i miles of
improved highways, which ; cons;;-rul(he federal aid highway system,
Jinl an eipial or greater inileao of
fate iiinl local roads.
hen tlie ureal
Jot) (S done, the transportation fat Utiles of (he country will far exceed
i
hose of an) other nation,

Washington.

Mr.

I'olltical

Cunril-

-

If you use Lncle Sam's mails to
garner in the sheaves, he sure your
-dumping letters and oilier mail mailer
-ire (tent correctly. He sure the nd- IreHsen you use lire correct. I inn't use
inelenl iiiihIiiik lists or city directories
'it Kft the home addresses of those uu
desire for your followers. Such Is the
warnini; of (he postofflce department
iu announcing I hut tlie amount of dead
letter material received at the dead
letter office during the month of
June, July and August, in which many
(iritnuriea were held, showed an increase of approximately 'J.' per cent.

uiie,

Great r.ntain, In u eommuniciition
delivered to the Stale I tepart ment,
to aitree lo the siii.'cestlon of
Secretary liimhes for a reciprocal
j;reeiwnl for extension of (he rich! of
narrh and ttelnure Much as would tfve
Ihp Amerlcun irohlhlllon navy
outside the three-millimit.
The uoveriiuienl'g new hond Issue,
the firm Hinee the war, has been
Mellon
anSecretary
nounced. The total gubscrlptlons, It Is
underslood, acureijate Bomethlnt; near
l.(KX),Wl,(KKI on an offerlny limited to
ttout $oOO,(XXi.rlil.
JuriB-llt'tlo- n

Southwest News
From

It

NEW MEXICO

Fall Hat Fashions

HUGE DIRIGIBLE

-

IS TOTAL LOSS

All Over

New Mexico

French Influence Emphasized
This

and Arizona

Ribbon

COUNTRY.

Tlie new creamery which lias been
under construction for some time at
Baton, X. M., will soon be opened.
The old Haikness hotel at C'errlllos.
in
X. M., a frame building, erected
1870, was destroyed hy fire recently.
Plans are now under way for tlie
establishing of a golf club ut Fort Bayard, N. AL, and the building of a
course.
Hie
Stock shipping in
vicinity of
Carrizo.o, N. AL, lias heen heavy, over
5,XM) sheep and o0() steers going lo the
Kunsns City markets.
Through the efforts of some of Ihe
good road enthusiasts of Gallup, X. AL,
Ihe main highway from Gallup to Zuui
bus been signhuarded.
One hundred and nineteen thousand
acres of government land in Arizona,
all in Alolnne and Yuma counties, will
he thrown open to soldier settlement.
The contractors on the Tombstone
Hi slice paving have laid about (100 feet
of new Having since they started work
again.
Firing at what he believed was u
icilil turkey moving in tlie twilight,

THE UTILITY

HAT OF

SATIN

Season's Headgear

ARMY

BUMP

BURNED

Is Used Lavishly; Blu
Francs Is One of ths ""
Leading Shadei,

PRISONER IN
CELLAR

in

d

The French Influence Is A'cry"'strong
millinery this season, stronger than
ever has been, writes a fashion cor
respondent In the New
Even the hat manufacturers making
the popular priced merchandise have
sent their representatives to Pfrs to
purchase their own models, which they
are copying at moderate prfces.
The American woman Is now de
manding a great deal more of her mil
liner than she has during the last four
years. Women are evidently tlrod of
paying big prices for hats representing
little of art and no workmanship. It
takes longer to make one of the new
ribbon hats that Is, the lints made entirely of ribbon than It did to make
half a dozen of the simple hats which
American women have, season after
season, accepted from their milliners
without protest.
Colors are prominent in autumn mil
linery. French modistes are using a
great deal of a blue known as bleu de
France, which Is slightly more Intense
than the blue of the French flag. Loul-sohas mude some duvetlne hats In
this shade, Murla Guy Is especially
fond of using this shade of blue In
taffeta ribbon as a trimming on black
velvet hats. A deep rose shade Is also
being shown considerable favor.
In hat trimmings ribbon Is one of
the strongest factors. French milliners used It In great quantities during
the summer season, and Its use has Increased with the approach of autumn.
So grently has it been accepted that
milliners expect Its, jtse to continue
through next spring and summer.
In past seasons ribbon trimming has
usually meant bands nnd bows or other
tailored effects. Now the use of ribbon Is entirely different. It consists
of all sorts of
motifs and

2 YEARS

Woman, 85 Years of Age, Snarls
and Bites at Police Who
Rescue Her.

EXPLOSION

DESTROYS BALLOON
'N RETURN FLIGHT ACROSS

B

MIND

In
It

IS

SHATTERED

.

ESCAPE

PASSENGERS

LIVES

IN

WITH

DROP; SEVERAL
HURT.

San Anionic, Texas. Tlie dirigible
the United States army's best and
largest "blimp," on a return transcontinental flight from Boss field, California, to Lungley field, Virginia, was
burned here and seven persons were
C--

injured.

Locked Up by Her Daughter for
Other Apparent Reason Than
That She Was Old and
In ths Way.

if

No

Mahunoy City, Tn. With rats and
mice as her only companions and
starved almost to a living skeleton,
d
an
woman was
dragged forth from a damp, dark, dirty cellar, where she has spent the last
two yenrs as a prisoner at the hands
'
of her daughter and
For no other reason apparently than
that she was In the way, the old wom
an had been locked In her cellar-dungeo- n
nnd fed only scraps of food and
bits of nourishment scarcely fit for
the lowest animal to eat for almost
twenty-fou- r
months, while her daughter and husband lived In considerable
comfort In the house above her.
When found the miserable old .prls- oner snarled at Chief of Police A. P.
McLaughlin, clawed at him with her
bird-lik- e
talons In the fear that he had '.
come to do her greater harm. She had ;
y
to be taken from tlie black holeby force, screaming and screech
ing when taken Into the light of day
,
despite her feeble strength.
'.
Ignorant Refugees' Belief.
The mother, whose terrible impris- - ..
onment and pitiable condition became
known to the police here after repeat
ed anonymous hints and suggestions
from residents of the neighborhood, is
Mrs. Stephen Navilsky, ' of Russian
birth. No details concerning tli reason for her daughter's actions could
be obtained from her, so terrified was
she at the sight of stranger's arid so
;
tangled her mind at the realization
"
"
'
of liberty.
.

iinWMW,
According to AIa.1. H. A. Strauss,
commander of the
ship, the
This general utility hat of black
accident was due primarily to the
satin Is given distinction by a
enof
out
of
fabric
tlie
tlie
pulling
"splashy" bow of velvet, and lends
velope during u strong wind.
Itself to the average face.
A hoard nf
Inquiry was appointed by
Alajor Royce, commander of Brooks
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the government $270,(KlO.
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Nominees On The Republican TicKet

C. T. BROWN, of Socorro,
CANDIDATE FOR

Solicit Your Vote

SENATOR.

Mr. Brown is president of

State Bank.

He

Miss Detron Campbell, candidate fdr school

superintendent,

the Socorro

is a mining engineer.

the creation of Cafron County and should
be returned by the unanymous vote of both

Because:

A

parties.
"Uncle Bill" Jones,

successful business man.
Republican government, national state and county
candidate for county

A. T. Chavez,

stands

clerk

is especially qualified for the
work and has proven his ability by two
years of service in that capacity.

on

Bill
will

the map.

First Dist Major Gile, Quemado.
Second Dist Ramon Trujillo, Aragon.

with first grade ability.

Third

Republican government is a government for the

Dist S. J. Kidder Mogollon.

S. J. Kidder is general managerjof the

people, of the people and by the people.

Mogollon Mining Company.

and

Redublicans stand for reasonable

Major Gile rose to the rank of Major in the

taxation; for

aviation service during the world war.

economical administration of governmental affairs.

Florencio Jiron, candidate for probate
Judge has proven his fitness for the

The nominees on the county Republican

office.

Ramon Trujillo is a merchant

ticket

at

Aragon

are nearly all incumbent in office and seek reelection.
You know what the county has done under their

administration;

VOTE FOR THEM!
Mbe-t-

shot was the one to survive. The only law was force. To kill a man in wha
a c
incident, but to steal
was considered a justifiable fight w. is ttvutvd
ja steer invited trouble for thief; if caught lie un tin ;,iu'i-t- ot lienor at a neck
thuds which served th'-- '
tie parly. Frequently trees were scarce anil other
isanie end weie rosorle'.' to.
WhjIt'H.'ile ,'attle stealing was done by "rustle ,' A name givi n to cattle
it , i
n ill
thieve.) who uuveli d in bands and stole on a la. ee
mg ff v hoi,
herds..) Tiiey w re a tough lot, and to tunc up who iicm nil ant either a ti(;h
or a liovse l ace.
"rustlcis" in la
Myself and "Uncle" Bill Jones had a fyjil wi'h a btini'ii
1. 'We came U)i with them trying to get otl with a bun ii of entile. Ten ineii
.vere killed and the "rustlers" were defeated.
When (.'at roil County
1,'ow i am con lent to follow less excitiii.'
was formed was appointed by Gov. Au dit m to iiie uili. e of county trea-ure- r
The republicans wanted me to run for the office a;;ain and so nominated me a'
heir convention. I am willing for the tax payer to be Hm ju.lye as to whether
the office haa been well conducttd under my administration.
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A STORY

OF THE EARLY

MR. MERCHANT
You Need the Newspaper
The newspaper of today is the most powerful medium
of advertising on earth. In the old davs the merchant may
have thought he was a benefactor ana that he was contrib-

citizen" when he carried
uting his bit "as a
a
space in the village paper every week in the year
and generally without change of copy. Possibly he was.
But that is changed now. A new order has arrived.
inPeople read advertisements. Many find their greatest
terest in looking over the advertising pages to get news that
will save them money, and, take It from John D .Rockefeller,
the way to save your dollars is first to save your pennies.
Advertisements today are right up to the minute. They
are as fresh as the news of the world or the latest baseball
score. Live merchants cater to live people and they know
they must not alone be up to the minute, but they must be
some distance ahead. They must anticipate the wants of
their customers.
public-spirite-

DAYS IN THE CATTLE

d
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BUSINESS TEXAS AND N.
Indians, Rustlers; Days of the Open Range
August Kiehne, known to his friends as "Bompy" Kiehne; County Treasurer and Old time cattle man in Texas and New Mexico, fell into a reminiscent
meed ahe eat molt ng his pipe in the office of the Advocate, and (rave the
the editor story of the early days of the cattle business.
'In the days of the open range" said Mr. Kiehne, "there was always abun.
dance of grass on the plains. I was born on the plains where the town of Fredericksburg now stands, in 1850. There, were open ranges in those days,,, and for
more than thirty years thereafter. Cattle were driven across the country in
large herds.' In 1869 I Went with a herd of 3,000 head from Texas to California.
We started from the head of the Pecos rever. On reaching what is known as
Seven Rivers the outfit had a fight with Comanche Indiana. Only one man in the
putftit w killed end the Indians were driven off.
,

to 1877 I was boss of outfits driving cattle across the plains., In
From
1873 I was with en outfit which drove thru the Spotted Tail and Red Cloud atfen.
eitl in Nebraska, on White River, I remained there during the winter in the
employ or the government, delivering cattle to the Indian agencies. It was in
that year that Sitting Bull, made famous in the history of Indian wars by his
massecre of General Geo. A. Custer and his entire command, came down from
the north with BOO warriors. Sitting Bull and his men staid at my camp that
60
night, 25 miles from the Red Cloud agency. The next morning he demanded
beeves; they were refused, and myself and assistant, havingour horses saddled,
iUrted to ride away, when old Sitiing Bull prevented my leaving by holding my
horse by the bridle rein. Indians began to assemble from every direction and
the eituetion wae not rapidly assuming the appearance of a comedy. Finally by
to take
parleying and making use of my knowledge of "Injun," he was willing
lesi, which I gave him and escaped with a whole scalp.
Sitting Bull had come south that year on a hunting trip. The following year
he met and wiped out Custer's command.
In 1879 I returned to Texas and six years later moved to New Mexico.
In those early days the man who was quickest with the sixshooter and the
1870

goes to
sure be

COMMISSIONERS.

first grade teachers and for salaries commensurate

assessor

candidate for the state

legislature is known by all. If
the legislature Catron County

gov-

governs; for better schools and for more schools; for

in that capacity.

Is especially qualisied by training
experience for the office.

for constructive

affairs; for improved conditions among the people it

Steave Baca, candidate for sheriff is

Bob Blatchford, candidate for

progress;

ernment; for improved conditions in governmental

August Kiehne, candidate for county
treasurer. Read about him in this issue.

at present serving

for

has held the office sines

.

just and honest; he vill undoubtof Catron County, edly till the officii of' 'sheriff to
vote
vote the Democratic ticket;
l.he satisfaction
of every one.
for Abb Alexander.
Having been in th cow business
ABB ALEXANDER
nost of his life, ho knows the
Candidate For Sheriff - i.iw mtn mid he knows the cow
country; he therefore knows
Democratic Ticket.
their needs and he will supply
those needs in so far aa his office
BY T. C. Turk.
of sheriff can do so.
Abb will play no favorites. All
Abb Alexander, who is Seek- must obey the law under his
but he is m
ing office on the Democratic administyation.
ticket is an old time cowrrmn prude nor S'inday School teacher
Mr. Alexander came to New
and has a host of friends. He
came to Catron County in 1869 Mexico from Colarado. He wa-- t
and has been a resident and a born at Bastrop, Texas 48 year
tax payer in the county since ago. He is vice president of the
that time. Abb makes a friend Reserve State Bank.
wherever and whenever he meets
If you want men of ability in
a person. Full of good nature. the offices of Catron County,
vote the Democratic
ticket;

the

office

;

VOTE FOR ABB ALEXANDER.

And they do. Turn to the idrertiiements in this piper right now.
Juat read what the merchant! are offering. Notice the invitations for
you to do buainett with them. Notice now attractively the
are set up and how inviting they are.
Do you know that aome Anna think ao much of a style of type
that they buy aeries of it juat for their advertisement? You can never
mistake B. Altman's advertiaatnent. Aa soon aa you see the open type
for the name.
you know it ia Altman's advertisement without looking
This ia true of many firms.
Business men that ia the successful ones know advertising
because they are
paya big returns. Unsuccessful men don't advertise
unsuccessful. That'a the answer. Look over your town right now and
advertisers.
the
firma.
the
Advertising is the
They're
big
pick out
tonic that puts dividends ia the hanks.
Everybody reada advertisemenU today. Mr. Merchant, it your
advertisement ia this newspaper?

Governor Mechem. Judge Stephen B.
Davis, Dr. Hill, candidate for governor, and C. T. Brown, candidate for
state senator will be in here Monday.
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Does every day bring the same old
backache? Do you drag along with your
back a dull, unceasing ache? Evening
find you "all played out"? Don't be
Realize it is merely a
discouraged!
sign you haven't taken 'good care of
yourself, lhis has probaDiy atrainea
your kidneys. Take things easier for
awhile and help your kidneys with
Doan't Kidney Pills. Then the backache, dizziness, headaches, tired feelings and bladder troubles will go.
Doan't have helped thousands and
should help you. Ask your neighbor!

A Colorado Case
Mrs. W. J.
1430

Brad-sha-

B. River

St. Canon City,
back into Its place between shirt and
"Im goln' through."
With Johnnie bringing up the rear
Gorilla, I wouldn't play with that club police. He climbed the ladder, pushed
Colo., saya:
"My
trousers.
Her black eyes warmed.
his way through the trapdoor opening,
I'm sure h
"Say, I'll if I was you.
they made a noisy attack on the front
kidneys didn't act
ANNIE MILLI KAN
"Is this house number 121?" he bet you're gome guy when you get on this gunstuff. Drop It!" The last and breathed deeply of the night air. door of Number 121. Almost Immediright and I had a
great deal of pain
asked.
started. Hop to It and I hope you get two words came sharp and crisp, for
But he had no time to lose. Al ately It was opened from the Inside.
throusrh the small
8TN0P8IS.-- A foreword tells th1:
of my back that
"No, It's 123. What of It?"
Jerry good. Say, listen I I got a the big thug had telegraphed an un ready he could hear the trampling of Four men had come down the ataln
Motoring through Arizona, a party
me (eel mismade
and
of easterners, father
daughter
"It's the wrong house. I'm ce'talnly hunch mebhe It's a bum steer, but you Intentional warning of his purpose to feet up the stairs to the second story. In a headlong rush to cut off the eserable. I had pains
ani a male companion, atop to witIn my head and
one
It.
dive
sure
thirty-eigh- t.
be
the
he
of
had
wall
can't
behind
one
at
till
aud
the
and
vaulted
man
chump."
the
who
outwitted
Why
you
cape
Lightly
try
ness a cattle round up. Tin girl
uttered with dizzy.
The black eyes lit with sardonic don't you get lu through the roof Incame to the roof door lending down taunted them.
leaven Ilia car and la attacked by
spells. My mother
had used Doan's
a wild atper. A masterpiece of
Those who wanted to get In and
Gorilla Dave's fingers opened and to number 123. He foun-- it latched.
mockery. "Sny, do I look like one stead o' the window?"
KMnev Pllln and
rtdlrg on the part of one of tlx
of them
"Can I get In that way?"
the blackjack dropped from his hand
kind?" she
The eaves of the roof projected so those who wanted to get out all tried
she told me to try them. I used
cow Don save her life. Then the
nsked
ana uiey curea me.
"Go
Doan's
not
and
to
ahead
the
he
soon
far
to
that
"Surest think you know If
could
from there get
talk at once, but aa
as tin
the floor.
trapeasily.
spring
story telna: Clay Lindsay,
Gat Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bas
that old one on me about how you door ain't latched. Sny, stick around
on an Arizona ranch, an"For the love o' Mike, who Is this a hold on the window casings below. police recognized Jerry Durand they
nounces hLa Intention to visit the
got tanked at the club and come in outside my room half a sec, will you?" guy?" demanded one of tbe other men. He made a vain circuit of the roof, gave him the floor,
SDAVr
On the
"big town." New York.
at the window on account o' your wife
exThe cattleman waited In the dark"I'm the fifth member of our little then passed to the next house.
"We're after a
In
Interested
train IJndhay becomta
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CO.
havln' a temper somethln' fierce."
ness of the passage. If his enemies
"He must be
a young woman, Kitty Mason, on
Again he was out of luck. The ten plained the
party," explained Clay.
"No, I I was lookln' for some one were trying to ambush him in the
her way to New York to become
"Wot fell do youse mean? And ants had made safe the entrance tryln' for a roof getaway." He turned
a motion plclurtj actiena. fine la
Fish Story,
else. I'm awful sorry I scared you. house next door the girl's plan might what's the big Idea In most klllln' the against prowlers of the night.
He and led the Joint forces back up tht
marked ad fair prey by a fellow
"Uh. Where Is that big fish you
I'd
eat
It
If
dirt
would
do
moment
him.
knew
chance
a
now
save
that
have
He
at
chief?"
stairs.
would
the
good,
po
any
any
traveler. Jerry Durand, gang pollll-but It won't. I'm Just a plumb Idiot. at least to get them unexpectedly In
,;
Ian and
The man who had been flung across lice might appear In pursuit of him,
figlttar. Fercelvlng
Thugs and officers surged up after booked?"
I reckon I'll be pushla' on my reins." the rear.
till Intentions, l.tn'lsay provokes a
"It pulled me overboard."
.'j
the table turned over and groaned. There was no time to lose.
with them In their rush
him,
carrying
from
urand
quarrel and thrown
He turned toward the window.
It could have been scarcely more Clay would have known that face
He crossed to the last house In the the Bunt. He presently found himself
the train, un hfa first day In New
Who can argue against a horse
"Stop right there where you're at," than two minutes later that the young among a thousand. It belonged to Jer- block and found himself barred out. on the roof with those engaged in a
York ljndMay Is splashed with
she ordered sharply. "Take a step woman Joined him. They padded soft- ry Durand.
ter hy a Janitor. That individual
t
As he rose from his knees he heard
for hla friend. When Clay laugh T
the
punishes summarily
to that window and I'll holler for a ly along the corridor till they came to
"I came In at the wrong door and the voices of men clambering through shattered the window and disappeared
Are hydrant,
and leave tied to
harness bull like a Ilowery bride
a flight of stairs running up.
The without announeln' myself," said the the scuttle to the roof. At the same Inside after his escape from the roof,
A young woma
who sees the oca
currence IdTrtes
wallopin' from friend husband. girl led the way, taking the treads cattleman, almost lazily, the unhurried time he saw that which brought him Johnnie gave a deep sigh of relief.
Into her
Clay
I gotta have an explication.
house aoa hides htm from the noAnd without noise In her stockinged feet. Indolence of his manner not shaken. to Instant action. It was a rope clothes This
got on his nerves, sine
lle. Clay's "rescuer" Introduces
who told you I was scared? Forget Clay followed with the utmost caution. "You see I wanted to be on time so as line which ran from post to post, dan Lindsay was the target of It.
hevseif ad BeaUtce Whitforil. Lindthat stuff. Take It from Annie that
She took him toward the rear to a not to keep you waltin'. I'm Clay gling from one corner of the building
was
range-ride- r
ine
say nien'.M her father, Col'n
she ain't the kind that scares."
to another and back to the opposite still trailing along with the party ten
and la Invited to visit them
ladder which ended at a dormer half-- Lindsay."
airaln. He. mceta Kitty Mason by
"I came to see some one else, but I door leading to the roof. Clay fumbled
The more talkative of the gunmen one.
minutes later when Its scattered mem
accident. t?he has been disappointed
No man In Manhattan's millions bers drew together in tacit admission
got In the wrong house," he explained with his ringers, found a hook, un- from the East side Hashed one look
in her
aspirations, and to
ugulu lutiiely.
fastened it, and pushed open the trap. at the two automatics lying on the knew the value of a rope or could that the hunted man had escaped.
support herself Is selling cigarettes
m a cabaret Hay visits her there.
"That's twice I heard both them
He looked up Into a starlit night and
handle one more expertly than this
The gang leader was In a vile tem
KHly is Ins'illed hy a customer.
facts. Who is this goll you a moment later stepped out upon the
cattleman.
His knife was open be- per. If this story reached the news
Clay rmtiNMs the annoyer. After
a
cumin'
was
window to see roof. Presently the slim figure of the
fore he had reached the nearest post. papers all New York would be laughthrough
a lively r'jUup I,lndsay escapes.
in the middle o' the night. And wbut's girl stood beside him.
One strong slash of the blade severed ing at him. He could appeal to the
Outside, ee Is at'u ked by Jerry
luHLTd
and a lo.'npanton and
that gut for if It ain't to croak some
it. In six long strides he was at the police, have Clay Lindsay arrested, and
They moved across to a low wall,
beaten Itisensllile
Umay's
other guy? You oughtta be ashamed climbed It and came to the dormer
second post unwinding the line. He get him sent up for a term on the
with Heatrice Whltford
of yourself for not pulliu' a better door of the next house. Clay knelt
used his knife a second time at the charge of burglary. But he could not
ripens. Timcua hpr he Is Introwheeze than that on nie."
duced Into
and lifted It an Inch or two very slow
third post.
do it without the whole tale coming
society." His "Hide
Mrs. Lula Avery
In
pHrtnoi" on thu Arizona ranch,
Clay blushed.
With deft motions Clay worked out. One thing Jerry Durand could
spite of the ly. He lowered It again and rose,
San Antonio, Texas. "I used Dr.
Jabojile (Ireen, conies to the "big
"I'm a heap obliged to you, Miss,"
slangy Impudence that dropped from
His vanity Pierce's Favorite Prescription and It
swiftly. He was fastening the rope not stand was ridicule.
town." The two take an apartment
the pretty red lips the girl was slim he said In a low voice. "You're a
to the chimney of the house.
together. Kitty Mason gets word
Every was one of his outstanding qualities, helped me very much In feminine
U
and looked virginal,
t'lay tint she U in trouble. He
instant he expected to hear a voice and he did not want It widely known trouble, and I am glad to tell others
game little gentleiiinn."
she is supfrs toto a hehouse v. here He
"You're 'way off. I wasn't callln'
name Is Annie
She nodded.
raised in excited discovery of him that the boob he had Intended to trap about it When one can obtain thU
"Sly
shut
to
up.
posed
goes
on her to " He stuck hopelessly.
Mllllkan."
crouched In the shadows. But his had turned the tables on him, man- 'Favorite Prescription' at the drug
thd rescue.
Mrs.
Is no use suffering."
stores
"Mine is Clny Lindsay. I want to
"Whadya know about that?" she
fingers were as sure and as steady as handled him, jeered at him and locked Lula there 3419 S. Flores
St.
Avery,
came back with obvious sarcasm, "You come and thank you proper some day."
though he had minutes before him in- him In a room with his three henchwith
If you are a wointin suffering
CHAPTER VII Continued.
"I tuke tickets at Heath's Palace
men.
soiialnly give rue a pain. I'll sny you
stead of seconds.
chronic weakness peculiar to your sex
weren't callln' to arrange no Sunday of Wonders two blocks down," she
5
"There's the guy over by the chimJohnnie Green chose this malapropos you can be benefited by "Favorite PreListen.
"Noll-lti- '
Look at that whispered.
"Look out for yourself.
moment for reminding the officers of scription."
This Is school picnic,
iloln',
ney."
wall a inlnitte, will you?"
Obtain this famous Prescription
Don't let 'em get you. Give 'era a
any Joli, ami I ilnn't icci;oii I'll let
Clay threw the slack of the line from the reason for the coming to the
When he turned aguin at her order chance, and that gung would croak you
now, In tablets or liquid, or write Dr.
cIhh 'rile H.
the roof. He had no time to test the house.
Much obliged.
she was sitting on the side of the bed sure. You will be careful, won't you?"
Vuu're tine
Jtmt tJie .'"'.tile.
What about the young lady?" he Pierefe, President Invalids' Hotel In
strength of the rope nor Its length.
Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.
wlil-"I never threw down on myself yet."
As the police rushed him he slid over asked solicitously.
wrapped In a kimono, her feet In bednun, Jnlmnltt."
room slippers. He saw now that she
The girl's flippancy broke out again.
the edge and begun to lower himself
Durand wheeled on him, looked hlra
The ll'lts fe'.lnw knew tlint the mutshinier-limbe"'iii-..i( 'lnv liml decided
over with an insolent, malevolent eye,
hand under hand.
slip of a girl. "Say, lemme know when the weddin'
ter
and was a
The wide euves protected hlra. A and jerked a thumb in his direction.
what h? mid wii.t Html, flut Jolm-i- l The lean foreariu, which showed bare Is and I'll send you a salad bowl,"
man would have to hang out from 'Who is this guy?"
worried iilioiit It ull the wiiy. A( to the eloow when she raised it to she flashed at him saucily as he turned
draw the kimono closer round her, to go.
the wall above the ledge to see him.
'He's the fellow tipped us off his pal
rhe
hen they sepHrnteil
moment,
told Clay that she was none too well
lie added one lust
Clay was already busy with the door.
at h street
Clay's eyes were on the gutter above was inside, answered one of the panourished.
Darkness engulfed him as he closed
while he jerked his way down a foot trolmen. He spoke in a whisper clime
WOT1.
to him that she might the trapdoor overhead. His exploring
A safe, dependable and
at a time. A face and part of a body to the ear of Jerry. "Likely lie knows
'fH't jca hi- Ion venturesome, sun. K'vett occurred
him information of value.
He feet found each trend of the ladder
effective remedy for
more than he lets on. Shall I make a
swung out Nluto sight.
It Ofm guys Rot yon It sure would
told her the story of Kitty Mason. lie with the utmost caution. Near the
Coughs, Colds, Distemper, Influenza,
"We've got yuh. Come back, or I'll pinch ?"
me nil up."
Heaves and Worms among horses and
could see by the girl's eyes that she foot of It he
to listen for any Cut Off From the Street, Clay Took shoot," a voice called down.
me eyes of the gang lender nar
I :ay smiled t lieerfiilly.
mules. Absolutely harmless.and as safe
"They're had jumped to the conclusion that he sound that stopped
to the Roof Again.
A revolver showed against the black rowed.
to
serve
him.
he's
"So
a
sec
of
friend
this
might
guide
M goin' to net me. .lolinnle.
for colts as it is for stallions, mares or
Don't
In love with Kitty.
was
He did not None came.
The passage was as floor
sky.
bird, Is he?"
fOTRet to remember not to forget yore
geldings. Give "Spohn's" occasionally
the
beside
overturned
tnble.
They
attempt to disturb that conviction. It noiseless as It was dark.
The man from Arizona did not an
"Y'betcha !" chirped up Johnnie,
as a preventive. Sold at all drug stores.
Srt. Keep under cover for thirty
might as well have been In Brazil for
swer and did not stop.- He knew that "and I'm plumb tickled to take his
Again he had that sense of cold all the good
then If I haven't shown up, might enlist her sympathy.
to
were
him.
they
Annie Mllllkan hud never seen a finger-tipfrom above is an art that few dust, too. Now, about this yere young
ller jrure head off for the cops."
making a keyboard of his
"Move over to the other side of the shooting
man like this before, so clean and spine. But he trod down the punlc
men have acquired.
lady "
Titer wv pit suing mi alley us Clny
room, Gorilla, and Join yore two
and good to look at. From and set his will to carry on. He
A bullet sang past his ear Just as he
Jerry caught him hard on the side
ilulstw
lie slipped Into It's straight
iroe.iiviie;.
the
of
cere
master
childhood she hurl been brought up on crept forward along the passnge. Kv- - friends," suggested
In and crouched on the window- of the jaw with a short-arJolt. The
swung
monies.
"And
frietwlly Surktiees mid whs presently
don't make any mis sill.
the fringe of that underworld the at- ery step or two he stopped to listen
Another one hit the bricks close range-ride- r
hit the pavement hnrd.
Ii rnn Into an Inner
Scet to jltf'et.
take. If you do you won't have time
Is
of
which
She
mlasmlc.
to his head.
nerves keyed to an acute tension.
mosphere
Slowly he got to his feet nursing hla
court hl n v. ns the center of tortuto he sorry for It. I'll ce'talnly Bhoot
In spite of herself.
The firing stopped. A pair of unl cheek.
A flight of stairs brought
him to to kill."
ous, passives. The eiittlerniih .mopped wiis Impressed
formed legs appeared
"What yuh do that for, doggone It?"
"Sny, why don't you go Into the what he knew must he the second
from
to gel ols h miiIi.-- s, solecled tlie llkeM-- t
The
thug shuffled the eaves. A body anddangling
movies and be one of these here screen floor. To him there floated a murmur over.
a head fol he demanded resentfully.
"Me, I
etlt, and brought up In the she- Ideals? You'd knock
watchClay
stepped
sideways,
'em dead," she of sounds.
He
It closer, ing the three gunmen every foot of the lowed these. They began to descend wasn't lookin' for no trouble. Me,
lter fit ii si; all portdi. This, tie felt
advised flippantly, crossing her bare reached the door, and dropped noiseaura), must be the rear of the house
way, kicked the automatics into the jerkily.
ankles.
Durand leaped at hlra across the
Clay took a turn at the
lessly to a knee. A key was In the open, and took possession
ht wanted.
of them.
ELECTRIC PASTE
He
His strong fingers closed
liked
the
Insolent
on
lock
Clay
the outside. With Infinite He felt safer with the revolvers In his He fired his revolver into the air. The sidewalk.
laughed.
A xtilp "f liitiii-work run up the
on
It ilIm kills micft, gophen, prafrU dor
to her mouth.
the throat of the
She made precaution against rattling he turned
coat pocket, for they had been within spasmodic jerking of the blue legs
Jde cJ the entrance. Very carefully, little twist
corotei, wolves, cockroaches, water bug
puncher.
it, slid it out, and dropped It In his reach of Durand, and that member abruptly ceased.
and ants. A 860 box contains enoogh t
Heating every slut with Ills weight
rats or mice. Get It from
officers
loose
The
from kill 60 to 100
coat pocket.
His eye fastened to the of the
Yuh'd better give up quietly. We're
pried Jerry
trustiiic himself to It, he cllmhei!
your drug or general store dealer today.
party was showing signs of a rehis
the
victim
with
an
bound
difficulty.
greatest
to
officer
shouted
opening.
get
yuh,"
turn
to
mid
active Interest In the proceedTRAPS
edi;eii forward noiselessly upon
op
He tried furiously to get at hlra, READY FOR USE BETTER THAN
from the roof by way of parley.
Three men were sitting round a ings.
the roof. On hniids and knees lie
men who were holdthe
from
lunging
table.
were
not
did
The
cattleman
bluff
ex
at
answer
a
They
"When I get you right I'll croak you.
trawled to the window and tried to
making
cept by the smashing of glnss. He had ing his arms.
playing cards, but their attention was By G d, I will," swore the gang leadpeer In.
The puncher sank helplessly against
on
a
focused
door
led
that evidently
er savagely, nursing his battered head. forced his way Into two houses within
Tl.ui bllci) was down, but he could
Into another room.
Two automatic "No big stiff from tbe bushes can the past hour.
He was now busy the wall.
e
that tne room was dark. What
"Jle's got all he can carry, Mr. Durevolvers were on the tuble close to run
breaking Into a third. The window had
ner lurked behind the drawn blind
anything over on me."
one of the bluecoats said, sooth
the hands of their owners.
A black"I believe you," retorted Clay easily. not yielded to pressure. Therefore he rand,"
ae could not Ruess, but after a
jack lay in front of the third man. "That is, I believe you're tellin' me wns knocking out the glass with the ingly. "You don't wantta croak the
to niuke sure tlint the revolver
little guy. Glmrae the word, an' I'll Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
Clay recognized him as Gorilla Duve. yore Intentions straight.
There's no butt of his revolver.
twneath his l.eit was reudy for
run hlra in for a drunk."
troubles are most dangerous bewere
The
two
other
him.
to
He
crawled
news
the
strangers
in
to
that
opening
use. be put his hand gently on
through
write home about.
shook his head. "Nope.
Let cause of their insidious attacks.
In the watchfulness
Jerry
evil
some
one
as
Something
bed
sat
in
with
Just
But
BH.ih.
up
the
you'd better make that if instead
him go, Fete."
Heed the first warning they give
of the three chilled momentarily his of when. This Is three cracks
IIIh motions were soundless ns the
you've a frightened exclamation.
The policeman walked up to the that they need attention by taking
veins.
were
These
fellows
guns
s
s
Who
the
is
a
it?"
me
had at
masculine
and I'm still a right healthy
tall of snow flit! en. The window moved
Kuut and caught him roughly by the
men of New York he had rend about rube."
voice asked, teeth chattering.
lowly, aline) imperceptibly, under the
arm.
"Move along outa here.
Id
"Don't bank on fool luck any more.
paid assassins whose business it was
Clay had no time to gratify Idle
pressure of Ms lnnds. Warily he liftto pinch you, but I'm not gonua
to frame innocent men for the penlten-tlnrI'll get you sure," cried Durand sourly. curiosity. He ran through the room, ought
ed one l.K
to the room. His liMtl
do It this time, see? You beat it I"
or kill them In cold blood. They
The gorge of the Arlzonan rose. reached the head of the stairs and
followed, tl. o,
ri,3t f ,a
Durand turned to one of his follow
were of the underworld, without con'Mehheso.
You're a dirty dog, Jerrv went down on the banister to the first
He wailed, every nerve tensed.
ers. "Tail that fellow. Find out where
science and without honor.
to
Durand.
From
fled
floor.
of
He
rear
back
the
the
the
were
beginning you
There caine to Mvi a sound that
he's stayin' and report."
A soft step sounded In the corridor a rotten
fighter In the ring and out of house and stole out by the kitchen
Tha world's standard remedy for these
nt cold flnncr-tlpplaying a tattoo
behind the man at the keyhole.
He It. You and yore strong-arHelplessly Johnnie went staggering disorders will often ward off these disdoor.
I
men
and dowii his spine. It was the
down
not
underthe street. He did
bad not time to crawl away nor even to Do you think I'm afraid of
eases and strengthen the body against
The darkness of the alley swallowed
you beof mime one's uutlous breutblhg.
stand why he had been treated so, but further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
rise before a man stumbled against cause you surround yoreself with
him, but he could still hear the shouts
dips
Hla hsnd crept to the butt of the
carhim.
Look for tbo name Gold Medal on ever bos
and yeggmen and hopnuts, all scum of the men on the roof and answering the Instinct of
revolver.
ile crout heil, poised for
ried him out of the danger zone with
and accept no imitation
Clay had one big advantage over of the gutter and filth of the earth? ones from new arrivals below.
IfJier atinek or retreat.
It.
Even as he
his opponent.
He had been given Where I come from men
he was on board out argument about
minutes
Five
later
clean
fight
A bath of light flooded the room and
wobbled away he was looking with un
an Instant of warning. His right and out in the open.
They'd stomp a street car. He was not at all parwallowed the darkness. Instantly
arm went up around the neck you out like a rattlesnake."
wavering faith to bis friend to right
ticular as to Its destination. He wantCTey'a rivulwr leaped to the air.
of his foe and tightened there. His
He whipped open the door, stepped ed to be anywhere but here. This his wrongs. Clay would fix this fellow Durand for what he hud done to
left hand turned tbe doorknob.
Next out, closed It, aud took the
key from neighborhood was getting entirely too him.
"Say, Why Don't You Qo Into the moment the two men crashed
CHAPTER VIII
Into the his pocket. A moment, and he had active for hlra.
Movies and Be On of These Here
room together, the Westerner rising turned the lock.
Screen Ideals?"
A
Late Evening Call.
to his feet as they came, with the body
Clay did his best under the handicap
Sup 25c, Ointment 25 tod 50c, Talcum 25c
From within there came a rush that
CHAPTER IX
of a lack of entente between him and
A yuun
womun In an
one strong appeal to him. This bit of of the other lying across his back from shook the panels. Clay was already
the authorities to search New York
Ijjhtgown ant up In bed, a cascade of a girl, so slim that he could break her hip to shoulder.
The Gangman Sees Red.
busy searching for Kitty. He tore
for Kitty. He used the personal coleiack hair fallen over her white shoul-em- . in his hands, was game to the core.
Gorilla Dave leaped to his feet. The open door after door,
minutes
loudafter Clay
calling her
Exactly thirty
Eyea like Jet beads were
He recognized it as a quality of kin- other two gunmen, caught at disad- ly by name. Even In the darkness he had left him to break Into the house, umns of the newspapers. He got In
on bltn
a
la them be read
from
few
feet
the
could
see
In
rooms
vantage
table,
that
the
a loud wall touch with tazlcab drivers,
ship.
were empty Johnnie lifted his voice
postmen, and station guards. All
stniKffttnf with fenr.
"How do you know the girl ain't dived for their automatics. They were of furniture.
for the police. He had read someREAD7 NOW!
In such s max
You wantta go slow too late. Clay swung his body down"Say, what are you anyhow a moll a
There was a crash of, splintering where that one can never find an the time he knew that
At One I
I SaaMHi-N- m
U you're a
burner
out when you tackle Jerry Durand. I can ward from the waist with a quick, panels, the sound of a bursting lock. officer when he la wanted, but the as Manhattan It would be a miracle If
to ft HtrtVovH
Tnmr Trtnuraa"- - tbaiy I
he found her.
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The Arlgonan guessed at once that nsked, her frank eyes searching his.
Cut off from the street, Clay took to rescue ber half an hour ago and
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Rain water and pure soap
ii i sensible combination
for a lovely complexion.
Because of Its rare purity
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Your Skin is so
Fragrant and Smooth
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OKAY AUTU3IN
AFTER
I

the summer with Its
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find

airy pleasures, come the gray days of
autumn, suggesting In withered leaves
I
IOC
5C
and puffs of chilly winds the npproach
T&J
Luxurious
of winter.
Lasting
If you will open your Imagination
?
MI
Refined
you may perceive the kinship that exists between hutnun life and the seasons, each season bringing with it a
message which few of us stop to Interpret.
Mother Nature, like the true mother she Is, never forgets lier children.
Every hour she writes with her own
fair hand sweet letters of love and
solicitous notes of warning, which If
we understand them would take us
safely through the shadows.
In the somber
oods, In the Bllver
strenms, In the blades of grass, In the
fields of golden wheat, In the rustling
rows of corn, she Is trying to make
her pleadings comprehended, but we
romp along the primrose path with
deaf ears, bent upon having a merry
time In the sunshine.
Event succeeds to event with Just
Stockings.
the right touch of variety and levity,
The long stockings formerly worn
o away we go quite regardless of
were called hose; when
hat may befall us In the duys to
were Introduced the breeches were come.
s
and the ' wer part
called
We fall Into the smiling habit of
nether-stock- s
or stockings. The knit
mind and build ourselves up In false
ted stocking originated In Italy; It conceptions of life, which we do our
was first brought to England by Wil utmost to accept as real. In the chill
Woven stockings
liam Rider In 1504.
were devised by William Lee of St
John's college, Cambridge, In 159!).
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of the autumn atmosphere
there
comes a ghost of doubt.
When the first fire Is lighted and
we turn to the crackling logs for
warmth and cheer, our vision clears
and we see then the error of our way
quite frequently though not Iu time
to escape our
punishment.
On the verije of winter, with bent
shoulders and a painful tug at the
heart, we realize how we have wasted
opportunity by fritting away our allotment of precious time.
The summer-spa- n
of life Is gone forever. Our substance is lost and posWe
sibly we are shivering In rags.
are creatures now of another world.
The sky Is blue no more. The larks
are not singing, the trees are bare
and the brooks are still.
Oh
In your summer-time- ,
luippy
youth, consider the days of gray autumn. Prepare to meet them hy avoiding Idleness, by practising thrift, by
forming good habits, thus making yourself worthy of respect and unafraid of
life's dreaded perils.
(
by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

THE HAND

IN

that are not Severn are
by a line of life that Is cut
by a number of small bars. If there Is
heredltury Illness,' It will be indicated
by an Island near the beginning of the
line of life. If an Illness that is Incubating threatens to be fatal, the line
of life will be seen to be broken In one
bund and continued In the other, with
the broken fragment starting toward
the Interior of the mount of Venus, or
ball of the thumb. The disease may be
checked or cured If the fragment of
the line of life stnrts toward the palm.
I'ast Illnesses are marked by a cross
line on the line of the heart or the line
of the head, or both, and a small gup
In the line of health. A coming Illness
Is marked on the line of health by a
little deep cross line. If the line of
health Is thick and much cut, It Is a
sign of Illness In old age. Preservation from threatened Illness Is seen In
a bar across the broken ends of the
line of life, and recovery from a serious sickness Is shown by the line of
life broken Inside a square.
ILLNESSES

by the Wheelor Syndicate.
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Protection against unreasonable protiti Is guaranteed by
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pair.
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VJITHEN you're feelln' kind o' blue,
An' things comln' bad for you,
Don't give up In blank despair,
Weep or wall or tear your hair;
Grit your teeth an' bow your neck ;
Show th' world you're right on deck.
Smile an' say, "Well, here we come
Stand uslde and watch us bum."

W.L.D0UGLAS
tiito all of our
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worth dollars for you to
remember
that when you
at our stores
buy shoe
YOU PAT ON LT 0NKPR0K1T.
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Something

Saved.

Mary's mistress, awaiting tea, heard
loud crash In the next room. The
lady shivered and rang the bell to
call Mary In.
"What was that?" she asked.
"I tripped on the rug and the
fell, ma'am."
"Did you manage to save nnythlng?"
"Yes, ma'am, I kept hold on the tray
all right." Exchange.

You've good reason to be glad
That though things are comln' bad,
They might easily be worse;
So, you're foolish If you curse
'Stead o' tryln' to catch sight
Of th' silver linln' bright.
Grit your teeth an' hustle out
An' you'll win without n doubt.
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BLAKE

You can save from one to five hours
out of the eight, at least once or
twice a week, If you are careful.
Is wasted effort unless
SAVING time
But unless you use that time, and
the time yon save.
you
use It wisely, there will be no sense
They
Most people are In a hurry.
In saving It.
rush to their offices In the morning.
Most successful men are very careat
to
homes
rush
their
night.
They
ful to snve a little time out of the
When they get to the office they sit
Idle eight hours.
around waiting for dinner.
use this either to add to the
They
averof
the
About
forth on their regular
time Is spent "sitting efforts they put
age man's
t take up something re
or
business,
And time spent sitting
around."
lated to their business which is inconaround is alw ays wasted time.
venient to do during working hours.
You are given about eight hours to
In other words, use their time as
loaf If you want to and eight hours
Intelligently as they do their money.
to work.
It earn dividends.
Ami
Unless you hnve an unusually easy They make work in
set to
that fashion Is
time
the
out
save
of
little
can
job, you
always a good Investment.
eight hours working time.
Steamships, railroads, rapid transit
lines have together effected an Immense saving of time for the human
race.
No longer does a man need to spend
a month, practically Idle all the time,
going from London to New York. lie
can go In less than a week, with three
weeks saved.
Those three weeks are worth money
may mean success. Use them
They
cunnot eat bananas ordinarily will find and a considerable share of all the
them harmless If the veins and stringy time you save, and your output will
pulp are removed from the fruit. This soon begin to show a gratifying In
should be carefully done before serv- crease.
ing to a child. Baked In their skins.
(CopyrlKht by John Blake)
O
Dated after peeling, basting with butter and lemon Juice, with a little sugar.
Sliced with lemon Juice and sugar, or
sliced, served with cereal and cream.
A good baked apple Is a fruit usually well liked for breakfast. Pnreand
core good flavored apples and arrange
in a well buttered baking
dish,
Sprinkle slightly with sugar and cinnamon; baste often with melted butter and serve with rice or other cereals, using the Juice for n sauce.
Apples baked with figs, with bananas, with dates, with currants, cherries, gooseberries or prunes are all
delicious.
Core and fill the cavity
with the fruit, then bake, basting
often.
Muffing, waffles, griddle cakes and
hot gems of various kinds are always
SOME HUNT
Visitor: Sonny Is yer pop home.
acceptable as n breakfast bread.
Small One:
No sir. He's gone

MAKE HOURS COUNT

Stimulating Values of Colors.
French experimenter tested the
strength of the handgrip under colored
lights, and found red was distinctly
the most stlmuatlng color, the remaining colors falling in the order: Orange,
yellow, green and blue.
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Headaches
to

Are Usually Due
Constipation
Whim vim are constinated.
I not enough of Nature's
lUDncaung uquiu is
in the bowel to keep
, 1. i fnnA u'Hula nnft nnA
I moving. Doctors prescribe
Nulol because it acts like
El this natural lubricant and
thug replaces it.
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WHAT TO HAVE FOR BREAKFAST
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I do not quarrel with the gas,
Our modem range Is fine;
The ancient stove was doomed to pasa
From Time's grim lirlng line.
Yet now and then thero comes to me
The thought of dinners good,
And pies and cake that used to be
When mother cooked with wood.

a

tnjchly revive It and brine back ail iu ortgaaJ
O nil, UfinuVTEia.
tlisot bom BLSSW-EU-

SIMPLE though sustaining break-fus- t
is needed to start the day

right for the averuge person. Toast,
eggs, bacon with coffee nnd a cooky
or doughnut is the most common
breakfast, and these may be so varied
by serving In different ways that there
A little
mav never be a monotony.
fruit with a small dish of cereal makes
to the breakfast.
a good beginning
Fruits vary as to season, so that course
will always find a change. During the
cold fall mornings a plate of griddle
cases and sausage Is enjoyed.
Bananas are found in the market
i he
The following are
year round.
some of the ways one inny prepare
Serve In the
(hem fur breakfast:
Skin and
skins, one for each person.
HTepe with a fruit krUe. Many who

T"!
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ides swelled and hurt me so that
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
the
through my lower organs andPink-ham's
doctor told me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
chance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. Aftertaking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Mrs. Wm. Lockman, 513 N. 4th St,
St. Joseph, Mo.
White Plains, N. Y. "I had such a
pain that I could hardly walk and the
doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. I saw your advertisement in a little book and that is how
1 came to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking; the
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.

Cutieura Soothes Itching Scalp.
On retiring gently rub spots of dandruff and Itching with Cutieura Ointment.
Next morning shampoo with
Cutieura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white
hands.
Advertisement
A man may be short of Ideas and
yet be able to hand out a long line
of talk.

If You Need a Medicine
You Should Have the Best
Have you ever stopped to reason why
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
The
of Bight and are soon forgotten?
reason is plain the article did not fullill
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
and
According to sworn statements
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Koot- )
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric acid
which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
fiwamp-Root
by parcel post. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale at
all drug stores. Advertisement.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules and prescription recommended. I am doing all my
work and have gained twenty pounds.
I am taking the medicines still, but 1
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letterf or the good of others. "
Mrs. M.RYMABK,87HanilltonAve.,

White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of ths
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious displacements, tumors, or
growths, although the symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the press
ent distress and prevent more
troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have been advised by attending physicians.

.

serf-ou-

k
upon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Write
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request.
to the Lydia E. Pinkhani Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This hook contains valuable information.
Test-Boo-

FAY

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
aiter. i ney
then take or 6 lor a rew
CARTER'S cleanse youri system of all nignts
waste matter and
Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
take as SUgar. Genuine teat tignalutt s&&iO
3
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.
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"Oh, you can never fool my Ma,
I know just what the'U say
That that's as much like Faultless Starch,
is like Aty."
As night-tim- e

FROM HIM

- Spinks, the musician, nnd his wife
were on their way home from a concert and were overheard discussing
the merits of the entertainment.
"It set my teeth on edge," Spinks
said, "to hear the orchestra playing
'Yankee Doodle' and 'Dixie' at the
same time. The idea is all right,
of course, and even commendable from
a sentimental point of view, but the
two pieces, when played together, are
full of discords."
"But didn't you notice," said his wife,
who Is something of a musician herself, "thnt where certain notes or
passages would have been discordant
they were omitted from one nlr or the
other and left to the drums?"
"Of course, I noticed It," he testily
rejoined, "but I could hear the discords in my mind Just the same!"

its
OF AIRSHIPS

USE

CONSIDER

Possibility of Their Successful

Em-

Making Aerial Observations of the Himalayas,

ployment

In

Consideration has been given to the
of aerial observations in
the Himalayas. The range, It appears,
has only six peaks above 27,(HH) feet
high, and an aviator flying at about
possibility

Hopeless.

She was a pretty young thing and
terribly in earnest when she applied
for a staff position on a Chicago paper.
A woman reporter, emlssury from
the city edilor, enrried the usual message, "No vacancies."
"Well," she sighed, "1 don't wlub
the women on the newspaper any
harm, but I wish some of them would
get out and give the rest of us a
chance."
"They don't, though," the woman reporter assured her cheerfully. "Evea
when they get married they hold o
to their jobs harder than ever."
The youthful upplicant regarded her
speculatively.
"And they live a long time, tov
don't they?" she concluded.

23,000 or 24,000 fee should hnve no
difficulty In crossing If the highest
penks were avoided, while, if he chose
certain of the gorges, an altitude of
some 19,000 feet would suffice. The
greatest of the many obstacles to be
encountered Is the mountain sickness,
which occurs In the dghest altitudes
through deficiency of oxygen. The gradMilwaukee Sentinel.
ual climber, going afoot, Is less handiA Mild Affair.
capped In this respect than the aviAn Honorable Degree.
"Wtis Dourgnn's party much 7"
Said the friend to the proud father ator rising suddenly from sea level In
All but one were back at
"No I
of a college graduate who had Just his machine; on the other hand, the
been awarded an A. M. degree.
pedestrian has more fatigue to under- work next day." Life.
"I suppose Hubert will be looking go, nnd this practically equalizes matters. The chief consideration In any
Anybody who speaks the truth to
for a Ph. D. next?"
"No he will be looking for a J. O. U." case Is an adequate supply of oxygen, the hour of dnnger possesses true
Christian-Evangeliscourage.
t
(St. Louis). with a proper Inhaler.

Why Risk Your Health?
gers to health and comfort.
These dangers lurk, in the
irritant, caffeine, which is the

Its fragrant aroma and rich,
flavor are delightful.
is
made from roasted
Postum
wheat and contains no caffeine,
nor any other harmful ingredient

active principle of both coffee

whatsoever.

and tea.

OrderfromyourGrocer TODAY!
Postum comes in two forms:
Instant Postum (in tins) prepared
instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water. Postum

the
THE pathisofbeset

fflot tier's Cook Boo

254 and 75$ Packages, Everywhere

Happy Results in Both Cases. . . .
J
r:l.l
"Both of my
BtJoeph,Missouri.

man Is expected to take off his
hat because It Is nothing to look at,
anyway.

Discords Might Have Been Omitted,
but They Were Very Apparent
to Mr. Spinks.

Mauptn.)

A

Doctor Advised Use of LydiaE Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound

A

DIDN'T GET AWAY

In your mind th' fable bear
Of th' tortoise an' th' hare.
You may be a movln' slow
That don't matter only go.
Don't stand still an' weep an' wall,
Hut keep pluggin' up th' trail.
Smile your troubles all away
An' you'll land all right some day.

a

SGAP ED OPERATIONS

Each package of "Diamond Dyea" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
she can put a new, rich color into shabby
ekirts, dresses, waists, ennts, stockings,
sweaters, coveringSj draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranteed. Just tell your druggist whether
the material you v sh to dye is wool or
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
spot, fade or run. Advertisement.
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Airt Tuna AtalT

HOW TWO WOMEN

Inc.)

knee-breech-

upper-stock-

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

coffee or tea
with dan-

For those who enjoy a
cup of coffee or tea, but
find that it makes them nervous,
wakeful and irritable, there's
satisfaction and freedom from
discomfort in delicious Postum
well-ma-

de

the table
beverage of no
regrets.

IP!
3

i aj . ir. .
POilum--

x-ss-zgs

full-bodi-

Cereal (in packages, for those
who prefer to make the drink
while the meal is being prepared) made by boiling fully 20
minutes.

POStUm

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason"

E
Mada by Postum

Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Craelt, Mich.

CATTLE ARE
BEING MOVED
TO MEXICO
Shipments

Socorro

at

Begin
and

Magdalena
Cattle are now on their way
Old Mexico. Stockmen living
'.he (Xtreme southern part

Your
You not only protect your

doing so when
account at this

paid for

you have a savings

bank.

M oney that's idle means money
asted. Put your saving to work
j watch the interest grow.
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for
you and relieve

you of all the
banking worries.

Courtesy-Serv- ice

Safety-Hone- sty

in

of

New Mexico are driving large
numbers through on the old trail
:o El Paso. Empty cars are arriving at Socorro, Magdalena and
fther points and being loaded.
The grazing land, which- has
iteen leased from both the Mex
national government and
individual owners lies south of
luarez for a distance of 150
niles. Enough land has been
cquired to take care of more
than double the number of cattle
that will piobably be sent to Old
-

Protection
savings, but you get

to

The RESERVE STATE BANK

WHEN IN NEED
Of anything in the line ot

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
give us a trial.

.vlexico.
No one knows
detinitly
;Hny cattle will he taken

how

south

fear county salaries in fifteen counties
New Mexican stockmen
more than anything else. A change an aggregate of S75.000 a rear.
of government is also another 88 a result of shrinkage in tax
thing that must b reckoner) with. valuations in these counties, by
The guarantees rf protection and reason oi wnicn tne maximum RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPAQ
PUBLISHERS.
the contract binding ' the lease five-milevy will not yield
the present enougn to cover the budget es
were negotiated-witPuplished every Thursday at the
Reservy, Sew MiiRoT
government officials, If a revolu- timates.
While not legally permitted to Snterea as secona-eias- s
tion comes about or some other
matter at the dosIImU
New Mexico.
unforseen eventuality occurs, change the classification of the
ui vyongreBB or March 2, 1879.
the succeeding government may counties,
the commission took
S UlKCRTFnONRiTES
not recognize the validity of the the stand the county budget law,
One year in advance
contracts.
12.00
passed by the 1921 legislature.
Rumors of a revolution that is furnished it ample anthonty to
set to break loose in three months, cut the salaries .'to bring them
were heard in Mexico two weeks within the expected revenues to
ago. A high official close to; Pres- be raised on the 1922 valuations
ident Obregoh is named as the in the 15 counties.
chief plotter,
ine commission s action was
The grass is described as being estimated to whittle more then
tall and abundant.
It contains $75,000 off the salaries to be paid
all the food elemants needed for
y the counties
effected.
cattle.-- " All of - the elements of
- Drop .Coturfies to Lower Class
roughage are there. The herbage
The' commission's action has
is plentiful.
the
effect of dropping Catron co- The grazing land, where tht
fifth class.
irom tourth
American cattle will be kept jnty
De Baca from third to fourth,
Groceries, dry goods,
until next fall at least, at om
boots
and
show,
from second to third.
t me before the world war ha didalgo
Lea
from
second
to
Quav
fourth,
almost 6,000,000 cattle. Now not r'rom
to second, Rio Arriba
more than 100.000 head are then f'rom first
second to fourth, Roosevelt
Hardware, tinware, farm implements,
from second to third, Sandoval
from fourth to fifth, Sierra from
fourth to fifth, Socorro from
15
first to second, Tosa fourth to
'
i
nfth, Union from first tq second.
Valencia from first to second.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

ll

Gaunt-Buiiaru-

THE CASH STORE

tr

SALARIES CUT
COUNTIES
IN
IN NEW MEXICO

of the
f the Rio Grand
. ntinued
drought in thiB Btate
it it will be more than 100.000.
A force of more than 200 men Tax Commission Changes
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.vill he with the cattle at all.
Classifications Due tt. DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR,
::;nes. Besidps the regular fore
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Las Cruces,
Levy Shrinkage
ceded to care for the cattle and
SANTA FE, N. M., Oct. 18.- - New Mexico. October 3rd., 1922.
aerate the camps, a number of
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
;uarda will go to protect the stock The state tax com mission unfrom banditry. It is this element, nounced today it had reduced cisco Landavazo, of Datil, Horse
MOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
!J. S. LAND OFFICE at Las Cruoes.
N'ew Mexico. October 5, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
of Greens Gap,
Krank C, Mathers,
Mew Mexico who on March
20, 1918
made Homestead Entry No. 017713 for
WJ SEJ; SEJ SWJ Section 21 Township 2 S. Range 13 W. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final three year Proof, to
claim to the land above
establish
described, before Justinlano Baca, U.
S. Commissioner at Magdalena, New
Mexico, on the 25th day of November

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. 8, LAND OFFICE at Las Cruces,
New Mexico October 5, 1322.
NOTICE ia hereby given that Leigh
R. Mathers of Greens Gap, New Mexico
who on March 20, 1918 made Homestead Entry No. 017715, for th SEJ
Section 28, T. 2 S., R. 13 W., and on
April 11, 1921, made Add '1 Homestead
Entry No. 017716 for Wt WJ Sec. 27;
NEJ NEi; NWJ NW1; SJ NWJ; SWJ
iection 28 Township 2 S. Range IS W.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year
Proof to establish claim to the land
1922.
abovt described, before Justiniano
Claimant names as witnesses
Baca, U. S. Commissioner at Magdalena
L. R. Matherg, N. A. Biggers, New
Mexico on the 26th day of
L. B. Moore, John, A. Lawarence, of November 1922.
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nemecia Ascarate,
F. C. Mathers, L. B. Moore, N. A,
Register.
Biggers, John A. Lawrence of Greens
Oct. 14 to Nov. 11
Gap, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
"'" " Register;
Oct, 14 to Nor. U

Springs, New Mexico, who, on Septem- 14, 1922, made Additional Homestead
entry, No. 023(p, for NWJSW Sec
tion 16: EJEJ; WJNEi; NWJSEJ, Sec
tion 21, Township 4 3 Range It W
N. M, P. Meridian, has filed notice ot
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Justiniano Baea, U.
S. Commissioner, at' Magdalena, New
Mexico, on tha 22nd. day of November,

Meat Market

GASOLINE FILLING STATION.
Mail

i
MAGDALENA,

C.

Turk,

Reserve, New Mexico

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work

General Repairing,

Welding
and Supplies
Accessories
Gas, Oils,
Compare our prices with others.
Oxy-Acetyle-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No. 3

A. G. HILL, Manager.

Claimant names
witnesses:
E. Sanchez, of Datil, New Mexico.
Fracisco A Sanchez, of Datil, New
Mexico, Laureano A. Sanchez, of Da
til. New Mexico. Susano A. Sanehex,
of Datil, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate, Register
Oct. 14 to Nov. 11
B.

Magdalena,

COMPANY

MERCANTILE

X

X

Hamilton Brown

Shoes

New stock ladies oxfords
Endicott-Johnso-

n

shoea

Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters

Winter clothing

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
.

and

Other perishable goods

MAirORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

New Mexico

k

;

i

per cent paid
on time deposits
5

The

I

Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Hotel Aragon

ihtoo

We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

RESERVE

MEXICO

First' National BankJ

a No.l
List
"C"
RESTORATION "TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the landt
described below, embracing 635.84 acres,
within the Datil National rarest, New
Mexico,, will be subject' to settlement
and entry undeV 'the provisions of the
homestead laws of the United States
and the act of June 11." 1906(14 Stat..
233), at the Unfted States'land office at
Las Cauces, New Mexico, en March 0,
1923, by any. qualified
person, except
Drop in the CoUrity Clerk's office that for a period of 90 days prior to said
LAWYER
and apply for. hunting arid date, tne ana' win De suDject to a prer.
men of the
erence right of
Fishing Liceanse,
NEW MEXICO.
War with Germany, Such
MAGDALENA,
A. T. Chavez
men, in order to avail themselves ef
Deputy Game Warden,
their preference rights, mult Hie their
applications on or after November 29,
1922, but prior to March 20, 1923. All
such applications filed on or after Nov.
29, 1922, but prior ta Dec. 20, 1922, will
be treated as simultaneously filed at
a. m. on December 20. 1922. All such
applications filed on or after December
duc prior 10 raarcn xu, ivu,
ij, mzi,
MODERN,
will be treated in the order in which
filed. Applications may be filed by the
STEAM HEATED
HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER
general public within 20 days prior to
March 20, 1923, and will be treated as
simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on
March 20, 1923. Si Lot 1, Lot 2, NWJ
Lot 8, JJ Lot 3, Wi NEJ SWK NJ SJj
SWJ, SKi SEJ SWJ, Wjj KWi Sfci,
Sec. 21. T. 3 S.. R. 21 W.. N.M.P.M.
containing 158.36 acres. Lot 3, 4, 8
NUr swi, scii swt, sec. ie,m ux i,
Sec. 21. T. 8 S.. R. SI W.. N.M.r.M.
containing 157.48 acres. Si NEi NEI,
NWi NWJ Nfci, BiNWiNEJ, S NtJJ,
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
EJ NEJ NWJ, EJ WJ NEJ NWJ Sec.

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

1

NEW

1922.

Pernj Madden

T.

orders solicited and promptly filled

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Las Cruces,
New Mexico. October. 3rd. 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Mary L. Christensen of Caddo, Texas,
who on August 8th. 1912, made Desert
Land Entry, No. 07267, for SJSWJ
.Section 4; NWJ; NjSW, Section 9,
Township t S., Range 12 W., N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final purchase proof, relief
having been granted under the act of
March 4, 1916, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Justiniano Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at
Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 24th.
day of November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Josephine Jensen, of Magdalena, New
Meicj. Frank Landavazo, of Datil,
New Mexico. Boney
Lanaavazo, of
Magdalena, New Mexico. S. C. Chris
tensen of Magdalena, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.

coiu7 xiupvr

ob

taining 160. Oo' acres '"sw'i NWJ,' SWJ
HKJ NWJ, INj JNWJ 5W J, StiJ WWJ
SWi. NEI SWI. NEI SE1 SW1. SWJ
NWJ SEJ, NJ SWJ SEJ Sec. 15 T. 3
S., R. 21 W., N. M. P. M., centaining
160.00 acres. The total area of the
tracts is 635.84 acres. Listed wlthoui
applicant, lhe above lands comprise I
four separate tracts and should be
restored to entry as individual units
and entry allowed on as such. List
September 23. 1922, (Signed)
Geo. R. Wickham, Assistant Com
missioner cf the General Land Office.

"A drug store that cih give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other schqol, things is
the' store that will get my trade."
x But that Is
just one part of the;
'
modern service of our store: Not
only all sorts of school supplies but
the many home needs of the
school boy will be satisfactorily
answered here.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
V. S. LAND OFFICE at Las Cruces,
New Mexico. October 3, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Jose Ygnaeio Aragon of Magdalsna,
New Mexico, whoon September 26,1922
made Additional Homestead Entry No.
023926 for Si Section 16; E, NEi Section 22; SJ NWi Section 23 Township
2 8. Range 14 W. N. M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice of intention to maks
final three year Proof, to establish
claim to the lahd above described, before Justiniano Baca, U. S. Commissioner at Madgalena, New Mexico on
the 23rd day of November 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel Zamora, Libor Baldonaldo.
of Mangas New Mexico.
Jose Y. Sanchez," Datil
New
Mexico
J. F, Romero, Magdalena New

- Handy for Stationery
'

;

'

,!
ii

We can show an array of tints and tez- tures large enough to include your favorite,

or

T,.4.M.rliR..

Time to

IM
Re-tire-

?

(Buy Flak)

Tablets Pens Fehcixs ETC
GAUNT'S
Reserve,

Mexico.

Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
Oct.

Buy it by the' box) by the pound; or
in tablets. The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
you wish to invest can be purchased
here at a saving in tirhi aiifd trouble.

14 to Nov. 11

GAUNT'S PHARMACY.
AGENTS.

'

PHARMACY
New "Mexico.

;

I

